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ABSTRACT
Although the new revised South Pacific Ufiifcfm Maritime
Standards Code is not itself a lecal cn:ument. its main
purpose is to provide uniform standards for seafarers
whichFiji can use for its national maritime legislation.
The standards contained in the Code are the STCN75 Con­
vention minimum requirements and iji being a member
country is expected to comply.
The School of Maritime Studies is already established
and owned by the Fiji Governmeht.It is administered bv
the Ministry of Education while the EPUMSCode is unasr
the zontrol of the Ministry of Transport and works.
The subject of maneower development in the mar;time
I‘?industry of Fiji to meet tne Codeis therefore one tha.
is in need of urgent attention and so the purpose of this
oroject is to direct attention to it. to identify the
main problems associated with it and to offer construc­
tive suqoestions concerning it.
In the achievement of these ends, the author examines the
international provision for training, the relevant mar1~
time laws and regulations of Fiji. the marine schoofi
already established and the general maritime training in
thE C°U“tTY- Using his experience with the traininc
system in Fiji and some other countries, and his knowled­
QEQaihed at the world Maritime University, he then
highlights the lessons to be learned and proposes possib­
le solutions to the main problems identified.
PREFACE AND ACKNOHLEDGEMEH
The Concert of the gguth Pacific uni? rm maritime Stan­
dard’s CD62was drawn up as a result f a decision pv the
Reoional Shipping Council in 1977 to establish an Adviso­
ry Committee and develop a Code on Uniform Maritime Stan­
dards.
The Advisory Committee was established in 1978 and. at
that time. represented a maior step forward in the exa­
mination. certification and unoradino of standards for
the South Pacific countries.
Since then. the South Pacific countries have decided that
high standards of oualification should be reouireb esos~
cially for foreign trade vessels.The svllabuses and sea
service reouirements were based mainly on the UH. Austra­
lia and NewZealand standards. then current in those
countries with somewhat lower standards emoloved for the
local and inter-island trade certificates.
The introduction cf the STCNConventicn in 1975 provide:
minimuminternationally recognised regulations to be
observed in the manning and operation of ships of various
sizes and trades with reguirements and outline svllabuses
for the issue of certificates of Competency to masters.
chief engineers. deck and marine eneineer officers and
ratings.
The Advisory Committee decided to revised the Code to
align with the STCw75 Convention. This was agreed ang
accepted in 1964 based on the following factors;
_ the STCH78 Convention represents international stan­
dards for manning of ships.Conforming with those stan­
dards will enable South Pacific countries to maihtaifi
recognition and status on the international maritime
scene:
> adoption of internationally recognised STCHtype certi­
ficates will increase employment opportunities for
South Pacific officers and crews in foreign flag ships;
—as the STCN78 Convention becomes adopted worldwide it
will be important for South Pacific countries to ensure
that their ships are mannedin accordance with the Con­
vention in order to avoid delays and detention of those
ships in foreign ports.
I have been a memberof this Advisory Committee since its
establishment in 1978. and been directly responsible for
the drafting of the Engineer Syllabuses and Requirements.
Myinterest in the Maritime Transport Administration,
which includes enducation and training, lies in the
strong belief that properly organised training of manpo­
wer supported by policies and objectives will certainly
promoteself reliance.
In order not to live forever under the present maritime
infrastructure in this rapid developing shipping economy
and high technology, we must start to train our people
today.
This citation is presented as a part of the qualifying
requirements for the award of a Master of Science Degree
in Maritime Training and Education. I wish to express my
gratitude and appreciation to mycourse professor and
E. Mathieu who ouioec me tnrouchsupervisor Professor C.
this proiect, however, the contents of tnis Dafier ref­
lects my personal view only and are not Drovioeo or
endorsed by anyone or by the university.
I wish to thank the International Maritime Organisation
(IMO) for providing me the fellowship to pursue the two
years study at the world Maritime University.
Myspecial thanks to various maritime trainino and edu­
cational instututions in Australia. USAand Europe. inc­
luding shipping industries which I visited during the
training. for their immenseco-operation and open ooor
oolicv.
I should also like to thank the officials within the
Government Ministries in my countrv— PSC Trainino Div;—
sizns. Marine Department. Education Department and the
Commercial Shicoing companies for the valuable informa­
tion furnished during myvisits.
I wish to thank my dear motfier for her prayers and sup­
Dort during the two years.
A”dfifiallys this project is dedicated to mywife Loraini
Liku Sukanaivalu for taking care of my family and hand­
1' t. n - . .lng o her hardships of life without me during my two
Years at the University.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background and Objectives
The Uniform Maritime Standard Advisory Committee in
their December 1984 meeting in Suva agreed and accepted
the revised South Pacific Uniform Maritime Standard Code
(SPUMS).
This revised Code is based on the minimum standards
required by the IMOStandard of Training, Certification
and Natchkeeping (STCU) 1973 Convention. This Convention
came into force in April 1954, and provides on an inter­
national scale,minimumstandards for seafarer certifica­
te in terms of the level of theoretical and practical
knowledge related to their professional understanding
and experience.
It is therefore, nowthe responsibility of the Maritime
Administration in Fiji to prepare the necessary requi­
rements for the Codebefore its ratification and imple­
mentation.
Since the Maritime Administration is under the umbrella
of the Ministry of Transport and works. while the School
of Maritime Studies is under the Ministrv of Education.
it is equally essential and important for the Education
Ministry to consider the impact of this Code on the
School and its training and educational programmes.
Thi5 PPDjeCt is therefore prepared and put forward such
that the Education Ministry mayuse it as a guideline tg
ensure that adequate facilities and training equipments
are provided and available to meet and cater to the
—lo
The project begins by presenting Fiji as an archipelango
state, describing its geographical, historical and eco­
nomical nature. It discusses the existing shipping
industry, the maritime training and education. and
endeavours to briefly describe the Government's parti­
cipation in its maritimeinfrastructure.
Bearing in mind the capital intensive nature and risks
involved in the merchant shipping fleet. the arm of
Governmenthat controls the safety, certification and
manningof these vessels including training is described
in detail.
This area of the Government which is the Marine Depart­
ment under the Ministry of Transport and works. the
School of Maritime Studies under the Ministrv of Educa­
tion, Youthand Sport are both substantially influenced
by certain International Organisations of which Fiji_ is
a member,therefore these organisations are also descri­
bed.
Then coming to manpowerdevelopment, the existing and
future educational systems of Fiji are examined. The
existing maritimetraining facilities, the process of
examination, certification and manning in the merchant
shipping fleet are discussed.
The recommendedtraining systems, examination and cer­
tification and a recommendation for harmonizing the
var‘ ' ' - - ­ious maritime training sectors is presented,
14
The conclusion and recommendations summarises the inac­
quacies of the present systems.It presents a better and
more fruitful approach to eliminating these inadeuua—
oies.
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2. FIJI
2.1. Geographical Position
Fiji is madeof about 332 islands, which vary in size
from 10.000 square/kilometres to tiny islets a few
metres in circumference. These spread over thousand of
square kilometres of ocean in the heart of the South
Pacific. Aroundone third of these islands are inhabi­
ted.
The total land area of Fiji is 18,333 square kilometres.
The largest is1and.Vitilevu,is 10.429 square kilometres
and the second largest.Vanua1evu.is 5,556 and all others
total 2,348 square kilometres.
Fiji lies between 15 degrees and 22 degrees south of the
equator. The International Dateline has been diverted to
the east of the island group.
Situated in the hub of the Southwest Pacific. Fiji has
become the crossroads of air and shipping service bet­
ween North America, Australia and New Zealand. Travel­
lers and international vessels enter the country via the
international airport at Nadi or Nausori or the natura;
harbours at Suva and Lautoka.
Fiji has accepted manynationalities to its shores and
t°d3Y is rich in diverse cultural backgrounds. Besides
Indians and Europeans, Chinese and many Pacific Islan­
ders have found a home in Fiji. Today this blend of
PEDD1esfrom different origins and traditions enjoy pea­
CE and harm°"Y 1" thi5 ‘tables Sovereign and democratic
nation.
16
2.2. History
According to our Fjian Legend, the great Chief Luturaso­
basoba led his people across the seas to the lafid Of
Fiji. Most authorities agree that people came into the
Pacific from the Southeast via the Indonesians Islands.
Here the Melanesians and the Polynesians mixed to create
a highly-developed society long before the arrival of
the Europeans.
The first European discovery of the Fiji group were
accidental, occurring whenthe early navigators were on
their wayelsewhere. The first of these discoveries was
made in 1643 by the Dutch explorer Abel Tasman. English
navigators, including Captain James Cook who sailed
through in 1774, made futher explorations in the 18th
century.
Major credit for the discovery and recording of the
islands goes to Captain William Bligh who sailed through
the group after the mutiny on the “Bounty” in 1789.
The first Europeans to land and live among the Fijian
were shipwrecked ‘sailors or runaway convicts from Aus­
tralia penal settlements. Sandalwoodtraders and missio­
naries came by the mid-19th century.
From 1879 to 1916. Indians came as indentured labourers
to work the sugar plantations. After the indentured
system was abolished, manystayed or as independent far­
mers and business men. Today the Indians outnumber the
indigenous Fijians and represent more than half the pop­lulation.
The noth Century brought about important economic chann­
es in Fiji as well as maturation of it5 P01itiC31
system Fiji developed a major sugar industry and estab­
lished productive copra milling, tourism and seconcarv
industries.The economy has strengthened and PEV9“U95
provide for expanded public works, medical seavices and
education.
2.3. Economy
The economyis primarily agrarian and sugar is its back­
bone. Grownmainly on small holdings, the sugarcane is
crushed and partly refined by the Government-ownedFiji
Sugar Corporation. It accounts for some three quarters
of domestic exports. The sugar industry provides employ­
ment to about 22%of the labour force.
Other major export earners are gold, copra, fish and
coconut oil. Timber, ginger, cocoa, pine and certain
processed consumer goods are rising export earners. Tou­
rism, another key sector, is the second largest industry
and brings in substantial foreign exchange every year.
The main economic aim of the Government as reflected in
the current DPB is to break away from the country's
dependence on sugar. It is proposed to be realised by
diversifying into broader agricultural products and
greater secondary resource based industries.
The capital expenditure has been considerably increased.
Governmentis placing great emphasis on projects which
help promote creation of new job opportunities and gene­
ration and conservation of foreign exchange. Efforts are
18
' TABLE. 1
r=:..u-s TRADE ODITY 1934B Y C DMMIMPORTS
(DOD)
gt& Machinery
Raw
Materials
5487, ‘IO5
DOMESTIC EXPORTS(ODD)
directed to provide a sound infrastructural base Conduc­
ive to the growth of private sector iniatives and acti­
development of basic resources on which the
Futher tax concession
vities and
economywill depend in the future.
have been allowed to encourage investment in DPDJECtE
supportive to the tourist industry.
At the same time, nevertheless, Government is striving
to ensure the substantive growth of the overall economy
and to provide encouragement for private sector business
and investment both local and overseas.
2.4. Education System
The past two decade have seen great improvements both in
the quality and quantity of Fiji education. Nearly 10C
percent of primary school age children are in school
with classes 1 to 8 receiving tuition free education.
The Government implemented free education in 1973 to
class 1 and has added a class for each year afterwards.
In 1983, classes 1 to 8 are tuition free for the school
children.
The full time school roll for primary and secondary
schools in 1984 was 166,617. The number of children in
classes 1 to 8 were 123,340 and 43,277 in form 1 to 7.
There are 665 Primary schools, 130 secondary schools and
36 technical-vocational schools in the country which
includes the Fiji Institute of Technology.
19
The following are examinations held in the primarv and
secondary schools:
Classes/Forms
6 or
Form
Form
Form
Form
8
4
5
6
\l
Types of Examination
Secondary Sechool Examination
Fiji Junior Certificate Exam
NewZealand School Certificate Exam
NewZealand University Entrance Cer­
tificate Exam
University Foundation Exam
Table 2 showsthe Fiji education structure.
The University of the South Pacific is situated at Lau­
cala Bay Campusin Fiji. It was established in 1968 and
is a regional institution and serves 11 countries:
There are over 2,000 full time students enrolled in
courses
Fiji
Cook Island
Kiribati
Nauru
Niue
Solomon
Tokelau
Tonga
Tuvalu
Vanuatu
Hesterm
and
Island
and
Samoa.
day
about 6,000 enrolled in extension courses.
4-,£­
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UNIVERSITY
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There is also an Atoll Research and Develooment Unit in
Kiribati, and a Pacific Language Unit and Pacific Law
Unit in Vanuatu. These Institutes freouentlv run short
course of various types, with a total enrolment amoun­
ting to about 1.400 a year.
3. PORTS AUTHORITY OF FIJI
3.1. General
Fiji's location in the Pacific makes it the natural
focus of the regions shipping services. It is also a
major port of call for transpacific container and other
cargo services and for thousands of passengers aboard
cruise liners. At the sametime, local ships are con­
stantly movingbetween the country's major ports and its
manyscattered islands.
Toguarantee efficient port services and facilities, the
Ports Authority of Fiji (PAF), a statutory body, was
established by an Act of Parliament on November 1st
1975, to administer the nation's three ports:
1. Suva
2. Lautoka
3. Levuka
Before the Authority was set up, Fiji ports had cong­
estion problems causing delays in ship's turn—around and
cargo delievery. Associated problems, such as breakages
and pilfering were commonbecause of poor cargo hand­
ling.
PAF'5 5t93dY dEVE1DDmEntprogramme has re-organised and
streamlined operations in the three port. Today, turn-a­
round times have been reduced, cargo is ready for de1ie_
VEPYShortly after discharge; damage and pilferage of
:::::it:::d ::::uminimized; access to uncleared cargo isgh neat and correct storage; the ports
are tidier wi ' - ­th an improved working EnV1ronment_
22
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3.2. Functions
The functions of the Ports Authority are described in
the Act of Parliament which created it, these include!
1. to provide and maintain adequate and efficient port
service and facilities in ports or the aPPP°3Che5t°
ports;
to regulate and control navigation within ports and
the approaches to ports;
to promote the use, improvement and development of
ports;
to co-ordinate all activities of or within ports;
to acquire such land and execute such works and do
such acts and things as may be necessary in respect
of the functions of the Authority under provisions of
this Act or of any other written law;
subject to the provisions of this Act, to do all
things necessary or convenient to be done in connex­
ion with or incidental to the performance of its
functions under this Act or any other written law.
3.3. Ports of Entry and Anchorages
There are three ports of entry into Fiji at Suva, Lau­
toka and Levuka. Other ports and deep water anchorages
are at Halau, Savusavu and Vuda Point.
3.4. Containerisation
Fiji has kept pace with the development of container
traffic. Container ships usually have their ownheavv
equipment to discharge cargo. Suva’s multi-million dol­
lar project involves reconstruction and upgrading the
wharf to meet modern cargo handlng requirements. A new
container yard has facilitated container storage and
greatly improved manpowerefficiency. The port of Suva
can nowaccomodate S34 20ft cargo containers, including
eighteen 20ft freezer containers.
3.5. Ship Repair Facilities
Suva has three slipways operated by the Marine Depart­
ment. They have a capacity ranging from 250 to 1000 ton­
nes to service vessels. Slipways for smaller vessels are
operated by two private ship repair companies.
4. SOUTH PACIFIC BUREAU FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION
The South Pacific Bureau for Economic Co-operation
(SPEC) is an inter-governmental regional organisation
established in 1972 by the South Pacific Forum. the
gathering of the Heads of Governments of the independent
and self-governing countries of the South Pacific. The
Forum held its first meeting in wellington, NewZealand
in August 1971. At its second meeting in Canberra in
February 1972 firm proposals for a “Trade Bureau” were
considered and the South Pacific Bureau for Economic
Co-operation was established as a consequence. SPEC. as
the Bureau is more commonly known, is located in Suva.
Fiji.
4.2. Objectives
In the South Pacific. an area of the world distinguished
by small developing Island countries separated by vast
expanses of ocean, economic progress and social welfare
can benefit from pooling the natural and humanresources
of the region. The basic objective of SPECis to encou­
rage and promote regional co-operation in the develop­
ment of the Island countries of the South Pacific in
close partnership with the more industrialised countries
of the region: Australia and NewZealand.
4.3. Membership
Th f - ­e ormal agreement establishing SPEC was signed in
Ap' ~ ­13 0" 17 April 197; by the Governments of AUSTRALIA.
COOK 13LANpS, FIJI, NAURU. New ZEALAND. TONGA and
NESTERN SAMOA. These member countries have since been
joined by NIUE, PAPUA NEW GUINEA. KIRIBATI. SOLOMON
ISLANDS, TUVALU, FEDERATED STATES OF MICRONESIA and
VANUATU.Membership now totals fourteen. while SPEC does
have a formal membership, it was not designed to create
exclusive benefits for those memberalone. It has always
been the express wish of the Forum that SPEC should be
available to help other Pacific Island territories, and
thus promote the interests of the region as a whole.
4.4. Functions
The Agreementestablishing SPECstates that the purpose
of the Bureauis to facilitate continuing co-operation
and consultation between members on trade economic deve­
lopment, transport, tourism and other related matters.
with this broad mandate the following functions are inc­
luded:
- to identify opportunities for the modification of tra­
de patterns, bearing in mind the objectives of regio­
nal trade expansion;
- to investigate ways in which industrial and other
development could be rationalised, using the concept
of regional enterprise;
- to look at the scope for free trade among the Island
membercountries;
to establish an advisory service on sources of techni­
cal assistance, aid and investment finance- andI
to help co-ordinate action on regional transport.
4.5. Regional Shipping Transport
Regional Shipping Transport is an important part of
SPEC’sactivities. The assignment to SPECin 1972 of the
task of studying the financial and operational structure
of a regional shipping line reflected the priority
island leaders attached to the concept, and to the lin­
kage between trade and transport in the South Pacific
Region. As a result the Regional Shipping Council and
its Advisory Board was formed in 1974 and in 1976 the
Forum endorsed the formation of the Pacific Forum Line
as a regional shipping venture. The documents establi­
shing the line were finalised in 1977.
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5.South Pacific Region
5.1. The Pacific Regiofi
The Pacific Region has been defined, for the purpose of
the Uniform Maritime Standards Code, and the area boun­
ded by the limits 5 degrees North- 47 degrees 5DUth and
100 degrees East-140 degrees west.
5.2. Historical Influence on Regional Maritime Stan­
The majority of the country members of SPEChave at some
time in their history been colonies or protectorates of
the United Kingdomof Great Britain and have inevitably
developed their Maritime Administration and Legislation
either directly from the British system or indirectlv
through association with Australia or NewZealand.
The development of Maritime education in the United
Kingdom provided a major determinant in its programmes
over the years, and has been the influence of the Regu­
latory requirements, in particular the statutory exami­
nations for the Certificates of Competency. Until com­
paratively recently all maritime training programmes
were dominated by the statutory examination syllabuses.
The area of the defined Pacific Region which is most
commonlyused by the fleets of the island nation members
of SPECis that from the East coast of Australia to Cook
Islands; NewZealand to the Caroline Islands Group; some12'- ­
m1111°“ Square M11950f 5P3rCE1y populated ocean.
Th N t - . _e es ern side of the Region contains the larger
islands (Solomons. Papua NewGuinea, Vanuatu) with moun­
tainous interior and little road communiCat1Dfi- The
internal sea trade in this area tends to be of a coastal
nature, village to village, with the ships virtuallv
always in sight of land and with sheltered harbours
within a few hours steaming. Cargo handling is underta­
ken by the crew, sometimes in small boats, but wharves
are fairly numerous.
The Eastern side of the Region contains mainly groups of
low lying coral atolls, scattered over a wide area.
while the lagoons are navigable, the entrances are often
very shallow. Populations are small. Cargo is almost
exclusively handled by the crew in small boats onto an
open beach on such islands. The atolls provide shelter
only within the lagoon. Once outside the lagoon the ship
is immediately exposed to the full effects of what the
Pacific Oceanhas to offer.
A typical ship required to service the atolls is a 300
GRTocean going ship of 2000 miles range, 8 knots, maxi­
mumdraught a metres. with officers competent to naviga­
te by astro navigation at all times.
The people in the two parts of the Region are influenced
geographically in their Seafaring Knowledge.On the lar­
ger, western Islands where villagers can live off the
land, and even be unaware of the existence of the sea,
their seafaring experience will be limited. The people
of the coral atolls, with minimalagriculture are total­
ly dependent on understanding the sea, and within the
present century were still adapt with their traditional
methods of ocean navigation.
M0
The national and privately ownedfleets of the island
nations total approximately 1000 ships, most of which
are less than 500 gross tons or one ship per 12,000
square miles of ocean. Traffic routing is hardly a prob­
lem, and collision damage is rare. The more common ship
casualties are caused by grounding fire and foundering.
5.3. Maritime Training Facilities in the Pacific
Region
The first meeting of the Advisory Committee on Uniform
Maritime Standards held in Honiara, Solomon Island
November1978, supported the concept of national trai­
ning centres co-ordinating their training programmes
both in terms of syllabuses and in the courses offered,
to make the best use of expensive facilities and to
avoid unnecessary duplication and overlap. Overall, the
effort of the centres should be aimed at providing not
only for the national, but also for regional need.
The committee also decided that they would recommend
that the acceptance of Uniform Maritime Standards crea­
ted a favourable climate for rationalising training
facilities in the region.
Because ofthe dispersed nature of the region and the
3dVa”ta9ES of training students in, or near their own
countries, it was accepted that the region could probab­
ly support all the existing institutions training in the
lower and middle levels. However, because of the cost of
training facilities for the higher grades, it wasconsi­
dered that there was scope for rationa115at1°n of the
training facilities within the region at these 1eve15_
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It wasalso considered that the existing trainina faci­
lities should be regarded togather as constituting the
regional maritime training facilities. If necessarv.
national institutions should be modified to ensure that
the regional training need was fully met.
Themaritimetraining facilities available in the Paci­
fic Region are:
School of Maritime Studies as part of
the Fiji Institute of Technology.
—Fiji:
Suva.
—Papua New Guinea:P.N.G. Nautical Training College.
Madang.
- SolomonIsland: Marine Training School, as part of
Honiara Technical Institute, Honiara.
—Kiribati: Maritime Training School, Betio.
- Tuvalu: Tuvalu Marine School. Amatuku.
- western Samoa: Marine Training Centre, Apia.
FIG 3 shows the types of courses conducted in these
schools.
The UMSCommittee again in 1983, recommended the estab­
lishment of Regional Training Centres:
- that formal agreement is reached between the govern­
m9"t5 °f FIJI. Papua-New Guinea and Solomon Islands on
the one hand, and individual SPECmembercountries on
­oi
that the three first named COUfitFieS
facilities on a
the other hand,
provide training and examining
regional basis to other countries wishing to
that the other countries do not compete bv
partici­
pate;
attempting to establish their ownregional training or
examiningfacilities, nor issue their own “Regional”
namedCertificates of Competencyoutside any agreement
with the officially named Regional Examination Cen­
tres;
- that training courses for regional students are provi­
ded at the three Regional Centres. to an approved
Regional Standard; including the appropriate supple­
mentary courses as follow:
Solomon Island: Grade 5-4 Master
Grade 4,3 and 2 Engineer
Marine Engineer Apprentice/cadet lea­
ding to Grade 3 Engineer.
Papua-New Guinea: Grade 5-4 Master
Grade 5-4 Engineer.
Fiji: Grade 5-4-3 and 2 Meter
Grade 5-4-3 and 2 Engineer
Deck cadet leading to Grade 4 Deck
officer
Engineer cadet leading to Grade 3 Eng­ineer.
The above courses have all been revised to the Spums
C059: hDVEVEPqprogress are now in stages of revising
th . _ _9 Cadet 5Y5tEm1" F131 both deck and engineering to
suit the Code.
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MARITIME TRAINING FACILITIES AUAlLfi§L£__
FIG. 3
IN THE PACIFIC REGION (1982)
YUUALU
Tuvalu Haring
bchnol, flmatuku. as per Kiribati
COURSES
CDUNTRV (in U.H.S. equivalence) REHARKS
r131 (1) Pre Sea Deck and
- Engineer Cadets.
School of Maritime (2) Seamena Course _Caters for all requirements
, Studies (3) Grade 5 H E E. of the Region other thanF131 institute (h) Grade 6 M8 E. Grade 1 certificates.
of Technology. (5) Grade 3 M 8 E. ' ­(6) Grade 2 M R E.(7) Full Radar, ENA,Fire. Survival, '
Lifeboat, medical.
PAPUA-NEwGUINEA (1) Pre-aea ratings Traina to Regional Standard;(2) Seamene Course to Grade R. and is fully
Nautical Training (3) Grade 5 M8 E. occupied with training
Institute. Madang. (R) Grade h M8 E. National Students.
Grade h M 8 E. °(5) Limited Radar;
Fire, Lifeboat,Survival.
§2L2flQfl_l§LflflE§ (1) Pre-sea ratings Caters for Regional require­(2) Grade 5 M 8 E. menta to Grade h H. and
Honiara Technical (3) Grade L M 3 E. Grade 2 E.
1"Bt11U1E- (B) Grade 3 8 2 E.(5) Engineer Appren- Could possibly provide
tics. academic parts of more(6) Limited Radar, senior levels for punFire. Survival. nationals only.
ENA.
ELRIBAII (1) Pre-sea ratings
TarauaMarine I3) agizrigfimen emBI:¢:gn:°:f°:::::g:
"°‘“‘"9 5°“°°‘ <“) Fire. Lifeboat. No Regional commitment.Survival.
95 PETKiribati
JESTERN SAMOA
Marine Training
Centre, APIA, B5 Der hiribati 55 Per Kiribati
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Recently, all three countries have signed a Memofahdum
of Understanding agreeing to utilise their natiofial
training centres as Regional Training Institution. See
Appendix 4.
5.4. Regional Examination Centres
The fifth meeting of the Advisory Committee on Uniform
Maritime Standards in Betio, Kiribati outlined the need
for maintaining the integrity of maritime examining
authorities in the Pacific Region.
A Pacific Region Certificate Structure had been estab­
lished; it was important that standards be maintained
and the Certificates be accepted throughtout the region
and beyond. Control should be exercised by limiting the
number of examination centres. This would also be more
economical as the provisions of facilities for examina­
tion was very costly.
Thethree centres in the region at present: Fiji,
Papua-New Guinea and Solomon Island provided training
for Grade 4 level or above. It was then proposed that
examination for Pacific Regional Certificate be concen­
trated in those three countries.
Agreementwas reached by the three centres and acceptan­
PE "35 Qiven by other Pacific Island countries to forego
the provision at their Maritime Training Centres of exa­
mination at Grade 4 level and above. Examinations would
still be conducted in the homecountry where a lower
certificate level of competencywas required,
The Committee agreed to make recommendation to the
Regional Shipping Council:
- to establish a formal agreement with the Maritime
Training School and Examination centres in Fiji,
Papua-New Guinea and Solomon Islands by which those
schools and centres would provide courses and exami­
nations for Certificate of Competencyfor Grade 4 and
above, for other Pacific Island countries.
- to establish formal agreement with other Pacific
Island countries wishing to send their candidates to
those regional training and examination centres.
The Tenth Regional Shipping Council meeting accepted the
UMSCommittee's recommendation for a formal agreement
among membercountries to establish a regional training
and examination system:
ApprovedRegional Training Institution
- School of Maritime Studies -Suva, Fiji.
- PNGNautical College- Madang,Papua New Guinea.
- Honiara Technical Institute-Solomon Island.
Approved Regional Examination Centres
- Marine Department-Ministry of Transport and works,
Fiji
arine Division Department of Transport, Papua New
Guinea
- Marine Department-Honiara, Solomon 151and_
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The Regional Examination Centres undertake to:
1. guarantee examination services being regU1aF1Y aVai­
lable to suit the timing and level of courses being
conducted at Regional Training Centres;
2. maintain adequate staffing by properly qualified
staff according to the minimumstandards approved bv
the Advisory Committee on Uniform Maritime Standards;
3. Facilitate secondment of staff to or from other
Regional Examination Centres in emergency situations:
4. liaise with other Regional Examination Centres in
order to:
- maintain and upgrade the standards and efficiency
of each institution;
- share the Regional Examination Question Bank and
maintain its security; and
- maintain the integrity of the regional examination
system.
H provide, for an economic fee, examination services at
Grade 5 level in countries not possessing examination
facilities wheresufficient candidates makethis eco­
nomically viable.
Th - .
e Memorandumof Understanding for Regiona1 Examination
Centres is Appendix 4,
6. FIJI MARINE BOARD
The functions of the Marine Department under the Ministry
of Transport and works fall under the following broad
headings:
1. Administration, involves supplying a service to the
shipping industry in Fiji;
involves the survey of ships andF° Regulatory,
enforcing the Marine Act and Sub­
sidiary and Regulations;
3. Fleet Operation, involves the provision of shipping
services to all parts of the Fiji
Group;
4. Ship Building, covers building a wide range of
vessels both for Government use and
for the private sector;
5. Navigational Aids, involves the provision of lighthou­
ses, beacons and voyage throughout
the Fiji group for the aid of navi­
gators.
The emphasis on this Chapter will be on the Regulatory
function which comes under the Fiji Marine Board Ordinan­
ce.
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6.1. Appointment of the Fiji Marine Board
The Minister may nominate and appoint a President and any
numberof persons not exceeding four exclusive of the
President to be a Board called the “Fiji Marine Board“
and three members of such Board shall be a quorum with
equal powers as a full Board to carry out the provisions
of the Marine Board Ordinance.
6.2. Power of the Board
The power, authorities and jurisdiction of the Board
shall extend and may be exercised by them in and over any
tidal waters of Fiji as defined by proclamation of the
10th day of October 1874 namely between the 15th to 22nd
degrees of south latitude and between longitude of 175
degrees east and 175 degrees west.
The overall infrastructure of the Fiji Marine Board admi­
nistration would naturally depend upon the nature and
extent of the duties and responsibilities involve, which
in turn would depend upon the current stage of maritime
development in the country and its plan for future mari­
time dEVE1°PmEfit.ificluding the pace at which the future
development is to proceed.
The technical standards of all ships and marine struc­
tures is on global basis invested in the International
Maritime Organisation (IMO).
Th ' .e education of seafarers and co-operation to effect
t h ' ­ec nological transfer is placed on the technical co-ope­
r t. . . . _
a Ion division of the IMO. The conventions, codes and
recommendation em ' - . . .
"at1“9 from this division can best be
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interpretted by the Fiji Marine Board admifiistration.
Although we utilise the efforts of this IMODivision. in
most cases we do it without active DaPtiCiD3ti0“- T“?
general failure of projects undertaken in the Pacific
Region by this technical division are due to:
1. The "experts" invited to take charge of such projects
cannot co-ordinate all interested parties on our
behalf.
2. The supporting infrastructure is usually beyond the
foreigners capabilities.
3. The necessary preparation for the major project is
never there.
4. The lack of trust in some Fijians who might support
the successful implementation of the project
U1 The betrayal of trust by some Fijians who are placed
in the stream of the project.
6. The selection of competent people to hold important
strategic positions vital to the successful implemen­
tation of the project.
7. Political and personal interest over and above natiow
nal objectives.
If the Ministry of Transport and works were to act in
accordance with the statutory provisions with 3 Viewto
eliminating all the short comings then manpower develop­
ment and training should not be elusive.
There is a vital need to understand fully:
1. The advantages of maritime development,
2. The various role and functions to be undertaken in
connection with maritime affairs,
3. The kinds of professional officials who are required
for the purpose.
Accordingly, the primary functions of the Maritime Admi­
nistration (Marine Department) in Fiji have to be both
developmental and regulatory. The developmental functions
contribute directly to maritime development and the regu­
latory functions also contribute to such development and
consequentially to economic advantages.
The developmental function can take the form of partici­
pation in the process of formulating the policy of the
Governmentas regards maritime development and deciding
upon the activities to be undertaken in connection with
such development. Such functions are essentially contri­
butory to the overall economic policy decisions to be
taken by the Government and may include:
- the appropriate analysis/assessment of the most suitab­
le types and number of ships required to meet the scale
of development planned.
‘ dEVE1°Dmentof the man-power need of the shipping
industry.
' d9VE1°Pmentof ship-building and ship-repair capabi­lities.
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—development of marine ancilliary industries.
—development of employment opportunities for national
seafarers.
The regulatory functions are expected to ensure:
maximumefficiency in the operation of ships, with con­
sequential economic advantage
- creation, development, protection and preservation of
national maritime skills
reduction in the maintanance cost for ships
- avoidance of disasters and consequential loss of (or
damage to) lives, property,and marine resources with
heavy expenditure
- provision of overall impetus to maritime development
and
- projection of the image of the country in very favou­
rable light in the maritime world.
The following are the basic problems as regards matters
pertaining to the Maritime Administration in Fiji:
1. inadequate awareness of the basic problems themselves
2. non-involvement in the evolution of international
standards and the consequential problem of having to
deal with them in isolation
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" out-dated Maritime Leoislation (both primarv and sub­
sidiary)
4 inadequate infrastructure, as reoards oroanisation and
personnel, for ensuring:
—proper standards of maritime safety on board
ships and prevention of pollution from ships,
which cover not only the ships themselves but
also the personnel manning them
- maritime development in general, and
—attention to allied maritime matters
5. acute shortages of marine officers with the needed
qualification and experience
0 inadequate training facilities for marine officers and
SEEU11El"­
The basic problems have continued to exist because:
1. there has been the need to identify the very problems
themselves, and
r­
there has been the vital need to provide guidelines,
proposals, suggestions and information on the many
activities to be attended to in order to overcome the
problems and to lead to appropriate maritime adminis­
tration and development.
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Having identified the above basic problems
Maritime
in the Fiji
Administration, the following is proposed in
order to overcome the problems and to lead to appropriate
maritime admininstration and consequential maritime deve­
lopment:
1. constitution/statutory position as regards responsi­
bility for Merchant Shipping and ports.
2. status of present maritime legislation of relevance
10.
and proposed changes/amendments.
present functions and activities of the Maritime Admi­
nistration
total numberof officers particularly marine officers
the
vacant and location of such officers)
in Maritime Administration.(posts filled, posts
qualification and experience stipulated for above
posts of marine officers
statutory duties performed (or required to be perfor­
med) by such marine officers
registration of ships— Rules and Procedure
system for surveys and inspection of ships
numberof national ships and their particulars
system for issue of appropriate survey and inspection
certificates
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14.
15!
16.
13.
19.
21.
22.
23.
system for maintanance and records/plans of national
ships
system of training government surveyors
issue of Cer­procedure/system for examination and
tificate of Competencyor licenses to merchant marine
officers
rules/system for manningnational ships
particulars of present institutions for training sea­
faring personel
numberof national ships visiting national ports per
annum
numberand categories of national seagoing personnel
system for Registration of Seamen
any seagoing ship/ships constructed in the country
proposals for ratification and implementation of IMO
Conventions
procedure/systemfor conducting inquiries/investioa­
tions into shipping casualties
procedures for detention of unseaworthy ships
details of any “Air/sea Search and Rescue System" in
existence
*4 present system/arraonement for the DF9V9“ti0“/COW‘In I —
trol/combat of marine pollution
25. arrangements for navigational charts. fi0tiCE5 tfi
mariners and navigational warnings
26. rules/system for handling dangerous goods in port
27. any course for lifeboatmen, firefighting etc.
6.3 Appointment of Surveyors
The Board may appoint any person to act as a Surveyor to
report to them upon any of the following matters, i.e.
the nature and causes of any accident or damage and anv
other matter in relation to the jurisdication and autho­
rity set up by the Marine Board Ordinance.
6.4. Appointment of Examiners
The Board may, with the approval of the Minister appoint
examiners both Deck and Engineer to conduct examinations
3“d RWYmember of the Board may be present and assist if
required.
6.5 Marine Enquiries
The BB3?““BYifi5titUtE and hold a preliminary inquiry as
:: 5:E::;::k5 ::c:ther casualities affecting ships.or asI mbetency, misconduct on the part of the
masters, mates, or engineer of ships.
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The Marine Board is comprised of the following member? 55
from 1983:
1. President-shipouner and businessman
2. Vice President- Grade 2 Master - Civil Servant
3. Member-Master Mariner-Businessman
4. Member-Grade 3 Engineer-Businessman
5. Member-Shipping Manager
6. Member- Shipouner
7. Member- Shipowner
6. Secretary- Civil Servant
The purposes of this Chapter is to highlight the ina­
dequacies existing in the overall maritime infrastructu­
FE.
while the above method of allocation of Government busi­
ness and the priorities of the commonman have to be
accepted as realities, the gross inadequacy is that there
is a fallacious belief that there is a "Maritime Admi­
nistration” since there is a Ministry responsible for
maritime matters.
As stated earlier, there is the vital need to understand
fully:
- the advantages of maritime development;
- the various roles and functions to be undertaken in
connection with maritime affairs;
- the kinds of professional officials who are required
for the purpose.
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6.6. International Convention
International Conventions which Fiji is a Party to are:
1. Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) 1960. 1974
9 Collision regulation (COLREG31972
3. Loadline (LL) 1966
4. Tonnage Measurement 1969
Oilpol 1954 (Amended 1962, 1969)U1
6. Intervention 1969
V Civil Liability 1969
8. Fund l971
There is also a numberof international codes, conven­
tions, and other instrument related indirectly or direct—
1y to maritime education. Such instrument are those adob­
ted by ILO, ITU and IMO. It is very difficult to deal in
detail with specific requirement of all conventions con­
cerned. Furthermore, it is not intended nor within the
purpose of this paper to go into the details of those
instruments. Therefore it seems appropriate to deal
exclusively with the 1978 STCNConvention which establi­
shed for the first time on a global basis detailed requi­
rements on the standards of training, certification and
uatchkeeping for seafarers. Moreover, it is not the aim
of this section to discuss all the technical requirements
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of the Convention but rather to attempt to touch on some
of the associated policy, administrative or organisatio­
nal implications.
The Convention itself entered into force on the 26th of
April 1984. This urges non-parties to the Convention,
which have their fleets engaged on international seas, to
consider the ratification of the Convention, because it
is disadvantageous not to ratify it. The disadvantages of
not ratifying the Convention include:
—the difficulties and delays which may be encountered by
ships of a State not party whencalling at ports of a
country that is party to the Convention (Art. X, para­
graph 5);
- the certificate of competencyissued by a State not
party would not be recongnised nor probably accepted
for service on board ships of States party to the Con­
vention; and
the training given in maritime educational institutions
of a State not party would not be readily accepted as
being adequate.
On the other hand, there are some advantages of becoming
party to this convention, which include the following
consideration:
- technical co-operation and assistance in maritime trai­
ning would be simplified because of the greater harmony
that wouldexist in certification structures and trai­
ning syllabuses would include a commoncore of basic
requirements;
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—the recognition of training given or certificates
issued by an administration to its seafarers would be
more easily achieved including the acceptance of such
qualification for the purpose of emD10YmE“t1“ 5hiDS Of
other nationalities;
- conversely an Administration can more easily accept
training received abroad by its ownseafarers if the
country in which the training is received is a partv to
the Convention; and
- the acceptance and clearance of ships of its parties to
the Convention is regulated by the provisions of Article
X and Regulation 1/4 of the Convention.
The Convention, in fact, takes account of the differino
approaches taken by various countries suited to its need.
However, the minimumtraining requirements must always be
met or exceeded whatever system may be adopted. Again the
certification structure adopted by a party mayvary from
that identified in the Conventionbut any certification
structure adopted must be compatible with the provisions
of the Convention. Under the Convention an Administration
maydelegate the functions of conducting the training.
examining and issuing certificates. The Administration
is, however, responsible for taking all steps necessarv
to give full and complete effect to the Convention. In
this connection,it must specially approve certain items
5”Ch 35 59a‘9Din9 service and special courses and be
satisfied that all candidates meet the requirements of
the Convention before the certificate is issued on its
behalf. In addition, the Administration is required, in
accordance with Article VI and Regulation 1/2, to endorse
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the certificates issued to Masters and officers, usinc
the standard form indentified in Regulation 1/2.
Consequently, an increasing harmony in maritime education
can be expected to emerge.
7. South Pacific Uniform Maritime Standard Code
1.1. Background
The South Pacific Uniform Maritime Standard Code is
intended to cover the requirements of international con­
ventions particularly the STCHConvention 1978 and at the
sametime provide a realistic standard of operations and
manning acceptable to all participating countries in the
region which includes Fiji.
The Code is not intended to be a legal document, but is
intended to provide a set of minimumtechnical standards
which can be used by the countries of the Pacific Region
as a basis for their national maritime legislation. mem­
ber Governmentsare however, quite free to adopt higher
standards and more stringent requirements in their natio­
nal legislation if they so desire.
International Maritime Conventions included in the Code
are:
- International Convention for the Safety of Llfe at Sea.
1974 (SOLAS1974) plus 1978 Protocol plus Amendments:
- International Convention on Load Line, 1966 (LL 1955);
- Regulation for Preventing Collisions at Sea, 1972 (COL­
REG (1972)
- I t ' ­
n ernational Convention on Tonnage Measurement of
Ships, 1969. (TONNAGE1969) and
SD
—International Convention on Standard of TFaifi1fiD- CEr~
tification and watchkeeping. 1978 CSTCN1978)
F131 15 a Party to all the above international conven­
the STCH1973, therefore, this project istions except
Maritime Studiesintended to prepare the Fiji School of
to meet and cater to the standards required by the STCN­
The format of the SPUMSCode is:
Chapter 1 Interpretation
Application of Code
Classification of Vessels and Areas
International Maritime Conventions
See Appendix 1
Chapter 2 General requirements of STCNConvention
Masters and Deck Officers- Manning and Qualifi­
cations
Marine Engineers- Manninoand Qualifications
Radio Officers-Manning and Qualifications
Ratings-Manning and Qualifications
—See Appendix 2 and o
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Chapter 3 Survey and Safety Certificates
Construction and Stability
Machineryand Electrical Installations
Load Line
Lifesaving Appliances
Fire fighting Appliances
Navigational and Miscellaneous Equipment
Radio
Carriage of Dangerous Goods and Bulk Cargoes
Safety of Navigation
Chapter 4 Tonnage Measurement
Chapter 3 and 4 are contained in the volume 2 of the
SPUMS Code which are expected to be completed sometimes
in November or December 1986.
Because this project is tailored towards Education and
Training,I will emphasize the Deck and Engineering
departments for officers and Ratings and their training
programmes to suit the STCW78 Convention.
7.2. Deck Certificate and Manning
NewGrades of Certificates as per SPUMScode;
Grade 1 Master
Grade 2 Master
Grade 3 Master
Grade 4 Master
Grade 5 Master
Grade 1 Hate
Grade 2 Nate
Grade 3 Mat?
Grade 4 Hate
Grade 5 Hate
The following tables indicate the minimumgrade of cer­
tificate required for the respective positions on ships
to which the Codeapplies for ships engaged in the rele­
vant operations
Unlimited Trade
Ship-Gross
Tonnage (length) Master Chief Mate 2nd Mate 3rd Mate
1500 GT and over Grade 1 Grade 1 Grade 3 Grade 3
(B0m length and Master Mate Mate Mate
over)
Less than 1600 Grade 2 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade
GT (less than Master Mate Mate Mate
80m length)
Pacific Region Trade
Ship-Gross
Tonnage (length) Master Chief Mate 2nd Mate 3rd Mate
1600 Gt and over Grade 2 Grade 2 Grade 3* Grade 4*
(80m length and Master Mate Mate Mate
over)
Less than 1600 Grade 3 Grade 3 Grade 4
GT (less than 80 Master Mate Mate
m length)
Note; u Grade 3 and 4 Mates equates generally to ”Wat—
chkeepter” as defined in the STCU78 Convention.
Near Coastal Trade
Ship-gross
Tonnage (lenth) Master Chief Mate 2nd Mate 3rd Mate
1600 GT and over Grade 2 Grade 2 Grade 4
(80 m length and Master Mate Mate
over)
1000 GT-1600 GT Grade 3 Grade 3 Grade 4
(b0m-B0mlength) Master Mate Mate
200GT-1000GT Grade 4 Grade 4
(3Sm-60m length) Master Mate
Less than 200 GT Grade 5 Grade 5
(less than 35m Master Mate
length)
Note: AnAuthority may, if it considers the ships size
and conditions of its voyage are as to render the appli­
cation of this requirement unreasonable or impracticable,
e”9mPt the Ship from this requirement.
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Certificate Trade area Capacity Size of ships(see note below)
Grade 1 All trades Master All tonnages
Master
Grade 2 Unlimited Master Less than 1600GT
Master Pacific
Region Master All tonnaqes
Near Coastal Master All tonnages
Grade 3 Pacific Master Less than 1600GT
Master Region
Near Coastal Master Less than 1600GT
Grade 4 Near Coastal Master Less than 1600GT
Master
Grade 5 Near Coastal Master Less than EDDGT
Master
Certificate Trade areas Capacity Size of Ships
(see notes below)
Grade 1 Mate All trades Chief Mate All tonnaqes
G d ' ' ­ra e 2 Mate Unlimited Chief Mate Less than 1600GT
Pacific
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region Chief Mate All tonnaoes
Near Coastal Chief Mate A11 tDfifia0E5
Grade 3 Mate Unlimited 2nd Mate All tonnaqes
Pacific
Region 2nd Mate All tonnaqes
Pacific
Region Chief Mate Less than 1600GT
Near Coastal
Grade 4 Mate Pacific
Region
Pacific
Region
Near Coastal
Near Coastal
Grade 5 Mate Near Coastal
Note:
Chief Mate Less than 1600GT
3rd Mate All tonnages
2nd Mate Less than 1600GT
End Mate All tonnages
Chief Mate Less than 1000GT
Mate Less than 200GT
Gross tonnage/length equivalent
1600 gross tonnage equivalent length 50 metres
1000 gross tonnage equivalent length 60 metres
200 gross tonnage equivalent length 35 metres
Masters Certificate:
Mate’s Certificate:
Holders of Masters
entitled to as Master of anv
grade below that of the
Certificate are
serve
certificate
held or as Mate at the same or lower
level.
Holders of Mate’s Certificates are
entitled to serve as Mate of any
grade belowthat of the certificate
held.
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DECK couns: STRUCTURE
TABLE. 3
PROPOSED:
G 5 G 4 (3 3 G 2 G 1
MASTER mAsTER NASTER MASTER EASTER
12 months kzg months 24 Months 12 Honths 12I T \ ’honths
‘ s.s 5-5 5'5 I 5'5 ‘s.s
c 5 c 4 c 3 c 2 G 1 E
mATE ‘ HATE MATE NATE “ATE 5
A 118 |YIOl'|thS [L ; 18 months
4
5.5 5.5
DA 5 5
GRADE 1 I
ECK HAND I
35 Fnonths 12 I-ionths 5.5
18 months 5.8
DA3
Ix 5.5
12 months
5.5
DA 1 I
I
I
5.5 ..... Sea Service
5 5 ... Grade 5 Easter
DA1 ..... First Year Deck
Apprentice
IHolders of Grade 1 or Grade 2 Mate’s
certificate are entitiled to serve
as Grade 5 Master.
7.3. Deck Syllabuses
Business and Law
Navigation
Ship Construction and Stability
Engineering and Control System
Navigational Aids and Instrument
Meteorology, Current and Routeing
Electro Technology
Oral and Practical
Signals
Syupplementary Short Courses:
First Aid
Restricted Radiotelephony
Survival (Fiji)
Fire fighting
Radar Observer (Fiji)
Electronic Navigational Aids (Operation)
Radar Simulator
Ships Master Medical
Grade 2 Master:
Navigation and Chartwork
”et9°P°1°9Yq Current and Routeino
S7
ship Construction and Stability
Electro technology
Compasses and Navigational Aids
Ship Masters Business
Oral and Practical
Signals
Supplementary Short Courses:
First Aid
Restricted Radiotelephony
Survival (Full)
Firefighting
Radar Observer (Fiji)
Electronic Navigational Aids (Operation)
Radar Simulator
Ships Master Medical
-vGrade a Master:
Navigation
Chartowrk and Pilotage
Ships Construction and Stability
Ship Operation
Meteorology
Principle of Navigation
Oral and Practical
Signals
Supplementary Short Courses:
First Aid
Restricted Radiotelephony
Survival (Fu11)
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Firefighting
Radar Observer (Full)
Electronic Navigation Aids (Operation)
Grade 4 Master:
General Ship Knowledge
Chartwork and Pilotage
Practical Navigation
Meteorology
Oral and Practical
Signals
Supplementary Short Courses:
First Aid
Restricted Radiotelephony
Survival (Full)
Firefighting
Radar Observer (Limited)
Grade 5 Master:
Chartwork and Practical Navigation
General Ship Knowledge
Oral and Practical
Meteorology (oral)
Supplementary Short Courses:
First Aid
Restricted Radiotelephony
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Survival (Limited)
Firefighting
Radar Observer (Limited)
Other details on requirements of sea service, exa­
mination,marking and assessment are shown on Appendix 2.
7.4. Engineer Certificate and Manning
5
NdewGrades of Certificates as per SPUMSCode:
Grade 1 Engineer
Grade 2 Engineer
Grade 3 Engineer
Grade 4 Engineer
Grade 5 Engineer
The following tables indicate the minimumgrade of cer­
tificate required for the respective positions on ships
to which the Codeapplies, for ships engaged in the rele­
vant operations:
Unlimited Trade
Propulsion Power Chief Eng. Second Eng. Natchkeeoer
SDDKN and Over 1 2 3*
750 - 3DO0KN 2 3 3*
Under 7SDKN 2 3
* Number f N - - . .5 ° atchkeepers (i.e. engineers in charge of a
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watch in a traditionally mannedengine room or designated
as duty engineer in a periodically unmannedengine room)
shall be determined by individual Authorities. Due regard
shall be had to Regulation III/l of the STCw 78 Conven­
tion.
Pacific Region Trade
Propulsion Power Chief Eng. Second Eng. Hatchkeeper
BOOKWand over 1 2 "*
75D—300OKw 2 3 3*
400-7SONw 3 4
2DD—4DOHw 3 5
Under EODKH 5
* As for unlimited trade.
Near Coastal Trade
Propulsion Power Chief Eng. Second Eng. watchkeeper
EDOOKNand over 1 2 3
750-EODDKN 2 3 4
400—750KH 3 4 _
200-4DOKw 4 5*
Under 20DKw 5*
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9 where the size of vessel and type of operation justify
it, Authorities may accept a suitably EXP9FiE“P9dPer“
son in lieu.
Table below indicates the functions of each grade of
certificate.
Certificate Trade Area Capacity Propulsion Power
Grade 1 All Trades Chief Eng. Any Power*
Grade 2 All Trades Second Eng. Any Power*
Chief Eng. Under 300 KN*
Grade 3 All Trades watchkeeper Any Power*
Second Eng. Under 3DOOKN*
Pacific
Region Chief Eng. Under 7SOKN
Grade 4 All Trades Natchkeeper Under 750Kw
Pacific
Region Second Eng. Under 750Kw
Near Coastal watchkeeper Under 3DOOKN*
Chief Eng. Under 4DOKw
Grade 5 Pacific
Region Second Eng. Under 75ONw
Chief Eng. Under ZUOKN
*Requirements comply with relevant provisions of STCN 78
Conventions
Other requirements for certificates, examinations,
revalidation etc. are shown on Appendix 2.
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7.5. Engineer Syllabuses
Grade 1 Engineer
Examination subjects to he passes are:
Part A -Applied Mechanics
-Heat Engines
Naval Architecture and Ship Construction
Engineering Knou1edge—General
Engineering Knowledge-Motoras applicable
Engineering Knowledge-Steamas applicable
Engineering Knowledge, Oral.
Part B - Electrotechnology
Supplementary Short Courses:
First Aid
Firefighting
Survival (Full)
;­Grade A Engineer
Examination subjects to be passed are:
Part A ­ Applied Mechanics
- Applied Heat
Part B ­ Electrotechnology
- Naval Architecture and Ship Coflstructinn
_ Engineering Knowledge, Motor as aDD1iCab1E
, . , — -. |'_",1 .
- Engineering Knowledge, Steam a= aP»11Ca 5
Engineering Knowledge - Oral
Supplementary Short Courses:
First Aid
Firefighting
Survival (Full)
Grae 3 Engineer
Examination subjects to be passed are:
Part A - Applied Mechanics
- Heat and Heat Engines
- Engineering Drawing
Part B —Electrotechnology
- Naval Architecture and Ship Construction
- Engineering KnowledgeMotor as applicable
- Engineering KnowledgeSteam as applicable
- Engineering Knowledge - Oral.
Supplementary Short Courses:
First Aid
Firefighting
Survival (Full)
Grade 4 Engineer
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Examination subjects to be passes are:
Part A - Applied Mechanics
—Heat and Heat Engines
—Engineering Drawing
Part B - Electrotechnology
—Naval Architecture
- Engineering Knowledge, General
—Engineering Knowledge, Motor
—Engineering Knowledge, Oral
Supplementary Short Courses:
First Aid
Firefighting
Survival (Limited)
Grade 5 Engineer
Examination subjects to be passed are:
Part A - Practical Mathematics
Part B - Engineering Knowledge, Written
- Engineering Knowledge, Practical and Oral
5UPPlementary Short Courses:
First Aid
Firefighting
Survival (Limited)
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3. EDUCATION AND TRAINING
B.l. Shipping And Its Technology
The shipping industry has undergone drastic changes in
the last three decades. Specialised ships designed to
carry containers and vehicles, gas and chemical tankers,
drilling and supply vessels etc, have taken the place of
the traditional carrier.
Management and manning of ships has become varied and
international. The prolonged depression has forced shi­
pownersto enforce stringent economics on ships, often
at the cost of safety. Lack of financial resources some­
times leads to inadequate maintenance and intervals bet­
ween dry—docking are lengthened.
whatever be the economic scenario as of today, we must
face the fact that modern ships are highly complex and
require highly trained personnel to operate them eco­
nomically and safely. It has therefore becomeessential
that the present and past methodsof selection and trai­
ning of maritime personnel be given careful and critical
appraisal to evolve a pattern of training and education
which is compatible with the requirements of the ship­
ping industry of not only today but also of the ships of
tomorrow.
8.2. ManpowerNeeds In The Maritime Industries
0 . .ne of the natural resources of any country is ;t5 man­
p°”e’ ‘"d thi511ikE any other of its resources can beI
neglected or can be actively developed towards its {U11
potential for the economic growth of the country
ob
In this modernage the full, or at least the reasonably
efficient, use of available manpowerdepends largely
upon the existence of adequate numbers of workers pos­
sessing the requisite knowledgeand skills at various
levels in each sector of the economy. The rapid techno­
logical development which is characteristic of the age
requires a government policy of encouragement or control
towards the achievement and correct distribution of such
knowledgeand skills.
Seafaring has, like many other occupations, been a
"learn-as-you-work" activity for thousands of years
during which new recruits went to sea and, by a combina­
tion of direct experience and of tuition from more
senior colleagues, learned the business of seamanship.
Promotion to higher ranks-and eventually to shipmaster
in some cases-resulted from this somewhat haphazard com­
bination of experience and knowledge gained over a very
long period of time. This training may have been effec­
tive enough for its intended purpose but cannot, in the
light of modern knowledge on training methods, be regar­
ded as very efficient.
The advent of steam propulsion of ships required
seafarers of a newtype with operation and repair skills
covering engines and boilers.The training of engineer
officers also consisted of “learning-on-the-job" by
experience and haphazard tuition. However, most of his
Professional skills were usually acquired ashore, in an
engine-building works or ship repair yard before
to sea. going
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As merchant ships have become more complex and variable
the old methods of training have tended to be superseded
by newer ones in many countries. These newer methods
involve training of a more formal kind, carried out in
well organised establishments ashore.
The following list will suffice to give some insight
into the general manpowerneeds of the industry:
1. Government and commercial shipyards and ship repair
firms employing management,administrative, techni­
cal, supervisory and operative staffs.
A. Government and commercial merchant shipping fleets
require deck and engineer officers
a. Governmentand commercial fishing fleets require deck
and engineer officers.
4. Fiji Ports Authority requires —marine officers for
its maritimeactivities.
5. Fiji Naval Division - requires officers and petty
officers.
6. Fiji Tourist Industry - requires deck and engineering
officers and to include general purpose crews.
7. Other overseas shipping companies that employ Fiji
Seamanas officers and crews.
Th . . . .e need of maritime trained personnel is not exhausted
b th ‘ - - . .Y e list above. It is aimed at giving a definite
indication of the situation in the country.
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8.3. Need For Education and Training
The ultimate aim of any pattern of education and trai­
ning is, and should be, to produce well qualified sea­
going personnel who have followed a well planned pro­
gramme of training leading to the issue of appropriate
certificates of Competencyin their respective fields.
Major changes in the principle of education and training
of ships officers, were founded upon two basic concepts:
1. That any basic education provided by the industry
should be such as to ensure that the trainee was
capable of attaining nationally recognized educatio­
nal qualification to the vocational training needed
to enable himto obtain the statutory qualification
as a ships officer.
That the training should be at least to the standard
of a technician:—
”Onewhohas acquired detailed knowledge an skills in
one specialist field or knowledgeand skill to a les­
ser degree in more than one specialist field; is
required to exercise judgement in the sense of both
diagnosis and appraisal, and initiative in his work;
15 frequently called upon to supervise the work of
°th9P5¥ and has an appreciation of the environment
beyondthe immediate limits of his duties“.
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One of the major steps towards implementation of any
training scheme in a country is to examine the legis­
lative provision or ordinances and judge whether it is
adequately fashioned along the lines of legally
acceptable national standards.
The education of Maritime personnel, like other types of
education, is the building in the minds of people the
broader understanding of the trade in which they are
involved. It will afford individual self-reliance and
promote national economic advantages in the trade on a
national and world basis. Although it is accepted in
principle that training is necessary, no apparent effort
is foreseable unless changes are made in the current
process of training.
Fiji should therefore, seriously consider in light of
the above concept how it will go about improving the
standards needed for its merchant fleets.
Fiji's merchant fleets consist of 208 ships of which 198
are between 30-500 tons and 10 are between 500-10,000
tons and trading locally, Pacific Regionand iternatio­
nally, Another 15 larger vessels of 10,000 tons and abo­
ve are foreign-owned and trading internationally and all
these vessels employsFiji citizens both officers and
crews except for the master and chief engineer who are
non Fiji national.
B l ­
u k of these local seafarers, either, have very little
or no-formal education background. Someare self taught
and certificated to standards laid down by the Fiji
Marine Board Ordinance.
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This Ordinance is outdated and does not comply with the
standards required by the SPUMSCode.
Fiji Registered Ships:
No of Ships Tonnages Trade Registry
198 30-500 Locally Fiji
10 500—l0,000 Local, Fiji
———————— Pacific
203 and Inter­
national
Other Registered Ship
15 10,000 International Others
The consequences of employing local seafarers with
lowqualifications has resulted in the increase of
Marine Board Enquiries on casualities and grounding.
Recent figures supplied by the Shipping Office show a
sharp increase since 1979.
Year No of Enquiries
1979 10
1980 5
1981 3
1982 14
1983 19
1 984 2-1
Total= 78
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Statistics of examination results also provided bv the
gfiipping officer indicate high failure rate of students
both deck and engineering who sat and failed in the
examsin their first attempts.
Deck Section
year sat Passed
-1979 10 4
1980 65 17
1981 SB 21
1982 48 15
Tota1= 181 67
Percentage pass at first attempt=37%
Engineering Section
Year Sat Passed
1979 23 9
1980 45 20
1981 37 17
1982 30 12
Tota1= 135 53
Percentage pass at first attempt=43x
It is not intended to expand or elaborate in this chap­
ter on the high failure rate since the problems are many
and varied. However, the intension is to show the urgent
need for a proper and well established education and
training system.
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9.0 SCHOOL OF MARITIME STUDIES.
Background.
One of the main recommendation in Peter Dudley's REPDFC
that a school of maritime studies be established in
all
was
Fiji to provide the regional centre for training
grades of sea—goingpersonnel. Priority was to be given
to up-grading courses for serving deck and engine room
The upgrading courses in both disciplines are
at the Institute
School of Maritime Studies.
officers.
already exist Fiji of Technology,
There has been considerable development in the maritime
industry in that the condition of services have either
improved or are in the process of being improved. Ships
are either better equipped or will be better eduiped and
Marine Legislation is being revised and brought uo to
international standards. Syllabuses and regulations of
Marine Board Examinations are also in the process of
being revised and up-graded to the SPUMSCode reduire­
ments and standards. There is therefore. a
the
meet the Code for training. Otherwise the
be left at
The demand from
demand for
up—grading present School of Maritime Studies to
and
of
officers
seaman will neglected lower level
standards. local, pacific region and
international shipping including the fishing industry is
for trained sea-going personnel both officers and
ratings.
Th ' - .9 SUPVEYCBPPIEUOut by the Regional Coordinator both
f .
ormer and latter under the auspices of SPECshow that
th ' ' ~ . _ _ere is immediate need for the upgrading of training atth h
E 5° °°1 3"“ °f 311 Dersonnel at present employed by
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the shipping industry. This will greatly improve the
quality of service nowgiven by these industries. This
objective can only be achieved when the extension of the
school and the development of its marine engineering
section is completed.
There is no pre-sea training available at present. There
is only the cadet/apprenticeship scheme both deck and
engineering. At the school of maritime studies, limited
facilities are available for up-grading seagoing
personnel to achieve higher ranks in the various
department both ashore and afloat. The proposed
syllabuses for future training are shownin chapter 7
and it is intended that the qualification awarded is of
the STCN78 Convention standard and will be
internationally recognized once Fiji has aceded to this
Convention.
At present most of the teaching staff are recruited from
abroad on contract basis and internationally recognized
qualifications are demandedfrom them. The examinations
and other means of assessing proficiency of local and
regional officers are at present set by the Fiji Marine
Board Ordinance.
Courses in the school at present do not include any
Subjects like Ship Management, Transport Economics.
Maritime Law and Personal Management. There is no
Provision for refresher courses and/or familiarization
“it” Updated modernship operational requirements.
Th t - - - . . He_ womain institutions, the FIJI Institute of Technoc
logy and the University of the South Pacific do
pre5E”t ’“" Diploma or Degree
not at
level courses in this
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field. The shipping industries do not provide any trai­
ning facilities for officers although they mavbe inte­
rested to co—operatewith the Fiji Institute of Technc­
logy, School of Maritime Studies in providing the prac­
tical training.
At present there are no facilities for the pre-sea trai­
ning of ratings both deck and engineering department or
for general purpose crews. The survey carried out by the
school also showed that there is an immediate need for
such training particularly whenit is nowrequired by
the STCN78 Convention. Priority should therefore be
given not only for officers upgrading but also for
ratings whoare already employed. It is hoped that the
private shipping industries will co-operate in providing
"on—the-job”training facilities for officers and also
for ratings seeking up-grading to officer status.
There is no institution in Fiji that provide training
courses in Business Managementwith particular emphasis
on Transportation Managementand Shipping Economics,or
for International Maritime Law and Economics at any
level. Training in these field is necessary due to the
type of shipping business and expected expansion in the
future.
There was no evidence that the employees at various
levels in ship managementcompanies are required to have
any pre-employment training or in-service courses
Provided for selected employment. The University
graduates are not at present recruited for junior or
'ddl ~ - - .
:1 e level executive positions directly. with thea ‘l't‘ ­
ci 1 ies expanded at the school, it may be possible to
provide this kind of training.
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9.2 Aims and Obiectives of the School.
1. To provide the facilities and instructions for funda­
mental and theoretical studies and practical training
in maritime and related subjects.
2. To continuously assess the school curriculum so as to
maintain a relevant link with the manpower situation
and the needs of the industry.
3 To continue to offer and improve the range and scope
of maritime existing courses with due emphasis on
Diploma and trade level programmes.
4. To provide the trainee officer entrants with systema­
tic training combining theoretical knowledge with
applied technology and practical experience, incorpo­
rating:­
—The fundamental knowledge requirements for the
relevant certificate of competency:
- Practical experience in the use of modern equipment
and instrument;
5. To provide education and suitable training for school
leavers employedas cadets in the south pacific merchant
marine who aspire to follow a maritime career as
engineer or deck officers;
6. T ' - - - .
° ‘5515t Practicing engineers and deck officers to
f . . . 'urther their maritime career by offering suitable
d - . . . _e ucation and training in preparation for examina­
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tion offered by the Fiji Marine Board. in accordance
with the spums Code.
7. To introduce and train personnel. other the“ Sea
going staff in the areas of naval architecture and
boatbuilding to advance trade level.
9.3 Building and Facilities.
Maritimeeducation and training units (school, institu­
tion, colleges, etc.) consist of a numberof closely
inter-related elements. each of which has an important
function in ensuring that education and training objec­
tives are achieved. These elements are :
1. Experienced and competent teaching, the teaching
staff will have the prime responsibility of for­
mulating the education and training programmes.
and putting them into effect.
It is crucial that the staff have the knowledge
and experience of the responsibility and func­
tions of ships officers, in order that correct
advice and guidance can be given to students.
It is also vital that the teaching staff are awa­
re. not only of national educational and training
requirements, but also those that have been
agreed and accepted internationally.
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“ Laboratories and practical training facilities of
education and training programmewill require effec­
tive support from laboratories and practical trai­
ning units, and these facilities need to be compa­
tible with the high and advance technology used in
ship and marine operation. The technical staff who
maintain and operate these facilities must be highly
skilled in their field of special activity, and be
able to provide an effective support to the teaching
staff.
a. Training equipment must be relevant to the machinery
and systems used in modern merchant vessels in order
that the practical training activities can be core­
lated to the duties and functions aboard ship.
4. Mandatoryrequirements under international
conventions provide that every prospective seafarer
should, before being employed in a sea-going vessel,
receive approved training in Personal Survival
Techniques, firefighting and first aid.
It is necessary that adequate and approved provisions
are madefor training and certification for these manda­
tory courses. They maynot be part of the institution.
but such facilities must be identified and provide such
instruction that is acceptable to the Maritime Safety
Administration.
In a high technology industry,training tequipementg are
constantly under revision.
The IMORegional Training Project recommended minimum
standards of staffing and facilities for pacific region
certificate courses in 1982, based on the principle
that,in order for such courses to be recognized for pur­
poses of remission of sea service, the training staff
and equipment must meet certain minimumcriteria.
Therefore, the school of maritime studies is accomodated
in a purpose built complex ideally situated at the
waterfront at Laucala Bay in Suva. It is comprised of an
academic block, an administration block,a boatshed,
workshops, a jetty and a boatramp.
The Academicblock contains the following facilities:
Ground Floor: Seamanship room
Library
Naval architecture room
First Floor: Three classrooms
One private study room
Second Floor: Chartroom
Electronic laboratory
Compass room
Senior students secture room
Th‘ d F : --­ir loor Bridge (containing Radar, gyro and magne­
tic compasses. and a wide range of e1ec_
tronic navigational aids).
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The Administration building accomodates the followind:
Head of school office
- Twooffices for senior lecturers
Administration office
- Twooffices for lecturers and assistant lecturers
- Audio-visual aid room
- General office and reception
- Canteen
- Toilets.
The Boatshed accomodates:
Anoffice for Technicians
Tool store
General store
Fuel store
- Bosuns store
Paint store
- workshop
Adjacent to the boatshed, there is a temporary buildino
rEm3i“i“9 from the previous occupancy which is currently
used to accomodate various machinery units,a diesel
Engine; lathes and machine tools for engineerino
instructions.
Th - - - - . . . . _E E*15t1"9buildings and facilities including training
°q”iPme"tsh°WEVEFydo not meet the requirements of the
SPUMS Code.
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Considering these important elements, the school has
prepared a five year development plan to up-grade and
expandthe existing nautical training facilities and
also to develop a marine engineering training facility
for both officers and ratings to meet the SPUNS
Code/STCN78 Convention requirements.
9.4 Courses
The programmeof education and training maritime offi­
cers must be sufficiently broad based at the basic level
to cover all the required knowledge, i.e.. a large num­
ber of subjects and discipline be involved in its struc­
ture.
At moreadvance levels, where the officer is transfer­
ring from junior to more senior ranks and above, the
programmewill have fewer subjects and will be con­
centrated into those specialist areas reflecting the
higher technology and responsibilities that are associa­
ted with senior rank aboard ship and/or senior posts
ashore.
In general the programmeof education and training must
be structured and organized so that knowledge, under­
standing, skill and experience is steadily and progres­
sively acquired.
"°"it°Pi"9 and assessment procedures will form an
important element in the programmein order to ensupe
t . . . .hat at each stage the specified objectives are being
h‘ . ' .
ac ieved Continuous assessment procedures with syllabu­
ses written in learning objectives format are now well
\
B2
established within the educational system and are effec­
tive methodsof ensuring that educational and traininc
objectives are met.
The sea training phase, though not fully structured in
Fiji should in particular be seen as an extension of the
activities of the shore based training centre.
Monitoring and assessment procedures should be
maintained by the ships senior officers.
Knowledge,understanding, skill and experience are the
principal components which togather provide competence.
Assessment and examination procedures should be concer~
ned with these principal components in order that marine
officers, at the end of their education and training,are
competent to take charge of the ship's watchkeeping
duties and be responsible for its safe and efficient
operation and maintanance with the minimumeffect on the
enviroment.
The programmeof education and training has to be pro­
perly balanced in terms of the distribution of hours to
the various subjects and activities, and provision
should be madefor activities such as tutoring/counse1­
ling, private study, recreation/sports, free study time
etc.
The basic level course is important as it must provide a
firm foundation on which more advanced and specialized
studies can be built. The basic level programmeshould
aim at graduating a junior officer competent to be in
Charge of the bridge and engine room watches.
Service experience in a watchkeeping capacity is requi­
red before more senior certificates of competency can be
obtained. Therefore. after graduation as a junior wat­
chkeeping officer. watchkeeping service of a prescribe:
length indicated by the SPUMSCode/STCN76 Convention is
required before further advanced level studies are
undertaken, followed by examination and certification to
senior rank.
It is necessary, when formulating a programmeof mariti­
mestudies for seafarers, to ensure that,in addition to
satisfying national requirements, it also meets the
international standards nowaccepted by all shipownino
and ship operating countries whogive priority to ship
safety and the prevention of pollution.
There are three important IMOConventions which need to
be considerd when formulating training programmes:
- Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS 1974 and its 1978
Protocol);
- Prevention of Pollution ( MARPOL73/78 3
- Standards of Training, Certification and watchkee­
ping for Seafarers CSTCN)1978;
Of which the STCN1978 has the greatest
when
significance
f ' ‘ - . .ormulating the content of education and training
courses or programmesfor seafarers.
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The STCH1978 Convention was adopted by the IMOAssemoly
after a special conference held in 1978. This Convention
entered into force whenthe conditions relating to Entry
had been satisfied, viz, 25 countries representing 50%
of the world's tonnage had accepted it.
The following are courses conducted by the school desig­
ned for the/preparation of a candidate for an
examination set by the Fiji Marine Board leading to a
certificate of competencyof the appropriate grade. At
the time of writing this project the certificate
structure is undergoing adaption to the SPUMSCode
standards. Existing and equivalent proposed certificates
are shown before the revision of SPUMSto suit srcw.
SPUMS PROPOSAL BEFORE REVISION FIJI ORDINANCE
Grade 1 Master No equivalent
Grade 2 Master Master Pacific Island
Grade 3 Master Mate Pacific Island
Grade 4 Master End Mate Pacific Island
Grade 4 Master (Restricted) Master Fiji
Grade 5 Master Mate Fiji/Master 50 Ton
Grade 1 E“9ineer No equivalent
Grade 2 Efigineer 1st Class Engineer
Grade 3 Efigineer 2nd Class Engineer
Grade 4 Efigineer 3rd Class Engineer
Grade 5 E”9i"e9r Engine RoomOperator
B5
The cadet/apprenticeship courses both deck and engineer
run under the auspices of the Fiji National Training
Council and the Fiji Marine Board. They consist of
“on-the-job” training and full time courses at the
school. Both leading to a craft apprentice or course
completion certificate. Duration of the deck scheme is
three years,it takes four years for the engineering
cadet.
The Fiji Marine Board requirement for cadet/apprentices,
prior to sitting for the Grade 4 Master and Grade 3
Engineer Certificate of Competency,are as follows:
1. Deck apprentice or Cadet. To have served in that
capacity for a minimumperiod of 3 years. To follow
an approved training schedule consisting of training
aboard ship and training in an approved nautical
training establishment. The minimum sea service
required for the completion of an apprenticeship or
cadetship is 24 months.
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Marine Engineering Apprenticeship or Cadet . To have
that
follow
in capacity for a minimumperiod of 4
years. To
consisting of training aboard vessels and training in
served
an approved training scheoule
an approved nautical or mechanical training
establishment and to have workshop experience. The
minimumsea service required for the completion of an
apprenticeship or cadetship is 30 months.
sea timeAt least 15 months of this must be actual
15 be
equivalent period following
while months may allowed sea time for an
recognised training in
the above nautical/mechanical engineering
establishment.
Courses Conducted At The School
Courses
Grade 2 Master (GEM)
Grade 3 Master (GSM)
Grade 4 Master (G4M)
Grade 4 Master Restricted (G4MR)
Grade 5 Master (GEM)
Deck Cadet DA1
DA3
DA5
Grade 2 Engineer (GZE)
Grade 3 Engineer (GEE)
Grade 4 Engineer (G4E)
Grade 5 Engineer (GSE)
Engineer Cadet EC1
EC3
37
Duration
9 U]
39
26
26
13
13
26
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
Ecs 3 weeks
EC7 weeks
EC9 3 weeks
Basic Marine Engineering Course 13 weeks
Basic Ship Trade BST1 12 WEEKS
Basic Ship Trade BST2 13 UEEHS
Ship Construction 1 SC1 13 WEERS
Ship Construction 2 SC2 13 HEERS
Ship Construction 3 SC3 13 WEEKS
Radio Telephony 1 HEEH
Radar Observer (Full) 1 week
Radar Observer (Limited) 1 week
Sea Survival 1 week
Electronic Navigational Aid 1 week
Shipsmaster Medical 1 week
First Aid '1 week
Fire Fighting 1 week
Note:
1. Shipsmaster’s Medical course is conducted at
the main hospital in Suva.
2. The First Aid course is conducted by the St.
John's AmbulanceBrigade in Suva.
3. The Firefighting course is conducted by the
Suva Fire Brigade in Suva.
4. The deck rating course is conducted by the
Fiji National Training Council instructors on
ad—hocbasis on behalf of the school of mariti­
me studies on agreement until such time when
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adequate staffs are available in the school.
Duration of rating course is one week.
9.5 Development Plan to Meet SPUMSCode.
The Fiji School of Maritime Studies has an important
role to play both in national training and also as the
principal centre for South Pacific regional training.
The Advisory Committee on Uniform Maritime Standards
have agreed that the Fiji School facilities are not up
to the standard of the SPUMSCode particularly the
engine roomworkshopfacilities.
A report by the IMOAdvisor to the Pacific Region in
1981 stated :
“Duringan inspection of the Fiji school, the trai­
ning equipment situation was examined with members
of the lecturering staff. Nautical training equip­
ment for instruction in navigation, seamanship etc,
is in reasonably good supply although further addi­
tions will be required whentraining to cover the
full range of South Pacific certificate grades is
undertaken.
However,the provision of marine engineer training
equipment has been neglected in the past and
serious shortages exist in a great dea1 Qf basic
training."
1 . . .n 1984, the School of Maritime Studies prepared a five
d - . . .eVe1°pmE”t P13" t9 Uflgrade its present facilities and
t” °eV°1°P3 marine Engineering training facility forff‘ ­D icers and ratings to meet the SPUMS/STCNrequire­
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ments.
The proposed development plan consist of
and training equipment,
new buildings
it is estimated that the project
will be completed either in 1987 or 1988.
The new buildings consist of :
1!
7D
The
the
following are training equipment to be installed
new buildings :
Marine engineering overhauling workshop/Diesel Lab
Engineering machine shop
Marine engineering simulator/Automation Laboratory
rooms
Seamanship workshop
Three classroom block
KitchennetlCanteen/Student Ammendities/Library
Student dormitory block
in
Marine diesel engine simulator (NORCONTROL)
300 kw Diesel propulsion engine
2 A.C. Diesel generators/switchboard/synchronizing
facilities
Control desk for diesel engine and generators
Refrigeration trainer and fault simulator
Engine cooling water circulating system
Steam turbine and condenser set
5i"91E Cylifider engine with brake dynanometer
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De-Laval lub. oil purifier
- Hydraulic trainer unit
- Bombcalorimeter
Twostage air compressor test bed
Steamthrottling and separating calorimeter
Satelite Navigator
Shaping machines
- Milling machines
- Lathes
- Diesel engine test bed
Refrigeration demonstration unit
Laboratory equipment
The following simulators are requested under the Norwe­
gian Government :
- Marine Diesel Engine Simulator (NORCONTROL)
- Radar Simulator (NORCONTROL)
Successful completion of the proposed project will enab­
le the school to teach any grade of certificate courses
both deck and engineering, supplementary courses, work­
shop practices,etc., for cadets/apprentices and upgra­
ding students. The complete project will meet the stan­
dard required by SPUMS.The‘overall standard of the
school will certainly match any international insti­
tution.
9.6 Teaching Staff.
Th ' ­e teaching staffs is the core element of the school
d ' - . . .an ‘t “E5 the Prime responsibility of formulating all
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education and training programmeswithin the school and
putting them into effect.
It is crucial that the teaching staff have the knowledge
and experience of the responsibilities and function of
an officer either, deck or engineer on board ships, in
order that correct advice and guidance can be given to
students.
It is also vital that the teaching staff is aware, not
only of national educational and training requirements,
but also those requirements which have been agreed and
accepted internationally.
The standards required by the Code mean additional
buildings and equipment which in turn needs additional
staff and technicians for laboratories, workshops etc.
It will also meanthat the staffs will have the respon­
sibility of preparing and writing lecture notes, term
based programmes,lab. sheets and practical classes.
Thesenior lecturing staff will have the responsibility
of overseeing the total programmeand administration and
also of ensuring that supporting activities involving;
audio-visual aids, tutoring and counselling are
planned and information is properly organized and fitted
in to the programmeat the appropriate time.
Theyalso have the responsibility of organizing tests
and examination and for providing advice and counselling
as to remedial activities for those students needing it.
F‘ . .1“a11Ysthere must be an ongoing internal assessment in
~O I‘-J
relation to the state of modernmaritime technology to
ensure that the education and training programmewithin
the country is relevant and up to date.
The School of Maritime Studies consists of three depart­
ments :
1. Navigation
M . Marine Engineering
M . Shipbuilding
Courses conducted by the Navigation and Marine Enginee­
ring Departments are of technicians level and must be
approved by the Fiji National Training Council and the
Ministry of Transport and works. Shipbuilding is of
trade element level and approval is needed only by the
the Fiji National Training Council.
Existing staff in the school as shown in the Organisa­
tional structure Table 18 are as follows .
Numberof staff.Designation
Head of School 1
Senior Lecturers 2
Lecturers 7
Assistant Lecturers 4
Technicians 3
Total 17
Nonteaching Staff:
Secretary/Tyoist 1
Caretakers 3
Security 2
Advisor 1
Total 7
Departmental teaching committment per week :
Department No of Courses Hours/week Tota1
Navigation 3 35 105
Marine Engineering 3 35 105
Shipbuilding 2 35 70
Total 250
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Staff teaching committment per week .
Staffs No of Staffs Hours/week Total
Head of School 1 7
Senior Lecturers 2 16 32
Lecturers 7 20 140
Asst. Lecturers 4 i4 96
Servicing 1 5 5
Total 260
Proposed SPUMSCode Programmes:
Department No of Courses Hours/week Total
Navigation 4 35 140
Marine Engineering 4 35 140
Shipbuilding 2 35 70
Total 350
It i5 Physically impossible for the present staff to
meet the demand and workload necessary to ensure that
standards and requirements of the SPUMSCode are effec­
tively carried out.
These demands have made a serious impact on the school
staff. However, the school has made the following
PPDPDSEIfor recruiting additional staff to meet the
Code:
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Additional Staff Number Department Hrs/week
Senior Lecturer 1 Marine Engineering 16
Lecturers 1 " " 20
1 Navigation 20
1 Shipbuilding 20
Total = 4 Total = 76
Total Staff teaching commitment per week = 280
Additional staffs teaching per week = 76
Total = 356
Proposed departmental teaching per week = 350
The above highlight the inadequacy of teaching staff
available in the school to meet the Codes requirements.
It is the responsibility of the Ministry of Education to
ensure that adequate staff is recruited in order for the
school programmeto be carried out effectively.
9.7 Staffing Problems
Onecriteria for determining any training institution
has reached an acceptable standard is the qualification
and experiences of its teaching staffs. Analysis of the
PPE5ent Staffing situation is alarming. Inadequate and
deteriorating and Serious concern is expressed by the
5hippi"9 1"dU5tPY and the Fiji Marine Board regarding
the staff i"3dqUacy. This concern is shared by the
REQiDfia1 Governments since the school is recognised as
the Central Regional Maritime Training Centre.
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It is rather sad to see that one of the best located
Maritime Schools in the South Pacific is under utilised
because of staffing shortages.
Captain Boyack, Principal Examiner for Master and Mates
at the Ministry of Transport - NewZealand commented in
his 1981 report:
1.“ I expressed myconcern about the staffing of
the college with qualified and experienced
instructors whoare in short supply. Suitable
instructors are not available in Fiji and have
to be imported at great difficulty and cost.“
;. "whenthe contract of these officers expires
there does not appear to be any local indivi­
duals with the qualification and experience to
carry out their functions.”
The Regional Advisory Committee on Uniform Maritime
Standards commented during their eigth meeting in Suva
1985 :
“It is noted with concerned that there had been a
long-term problem of continuity of staffs at the
Fiji school and this have regional effect. The Fiji
school was very mucha subject of regional concern
and hence an appropriate matter to be considered
for possible assistance.“
It is high time for the Governmentof Fiji to recognized
the importance of the Fiji school whose role is not only
to meet national but also regional and international
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standards. It is the only institution in Fiji playing
the important role of up-grading all maritime programmes
and aligning them with international conventions and
requirements.
Therefore,all authorities concerned with maritime acti­
vities should seriously consider and work togather to
improve the staffing situation in the school and
to strongly support the school's five year development
plan. This includes furnishing the school to
international standards. The proposed organisational
structure in Table 16 shows the minimumstaffs needed to
balance the proposed programmes refined by the Code.
A recent discussion held earlier in the year between the
Author and the present Head of School the following was
concluded:
1. The school of maritime studies could have a very good
future and play a vital role in the development of
sea training for the South Pacific region provided:
- Suitable qualified staffs with experience are
continually employed;
APPP0PPiatEtraining equipment is supplied and buil­
di“95 dGVE1DDed,as proposed, to ensure that the
school becomesself sufficient to cater to the Codes
needs.That this accomplished without having classes
divided betweenthe Fiji Institute of Technologyat
Samabula, and the school of maritime studies at
Laucala Bay. Since these facilities are over four km
apart. dividing classes causes program disruption
and discontent to students and the administration of
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the school.
2. A very careful staff development programmeshould be
followed, so that existing staffs (local) are not
only encouraged to follow an academic study but also
seek practical experience by sailing as watchkeeping
officer prior to sitting for their certificate of
competencyexaminations. Academicqualification alone
will not make good teachers without maturity and
valuable practical experience.
a. If the above is not monitored and controled, the
school will soon lose its reputation and credibility
as one of the best maritime training institution in
the south pacific.
Another factor to be seriously considered is the salary
structure between the marine department, the school of
maritime studies and the private shipping companies. It
is a global problem, because of inadequate salary
structure in the educational sector. Prospective
teachers first preference is for the private shipping
companies, second is for the marine department and
last is the school. This is the situation in Fiji.
Other factors to be considered in the Fiji situation is
the recommendation by "Nichol and Hurst" on government
salary structures. Oneof their recommendation is that
all teachers at the Fiji Institute of Technologyhave a
Trade Certificate as an entry requirement to the tea­
ching profe5SiOfi- This 15 Physically impossible for the
school of maritime studies. The school is involved with
"Ot °"1Y local but also international requirements and
th' .is meansthat staffs recruited to the school must have
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international qualification if the school is to be
recognized in the international community.Therefore the
school salary structure must be reviewed for those
prospective teachers whosequalification and experienced
are much higher than those recommended by Nichol and
Hurst.
9.8 Local Staffs Development Programme.
The school of maritime studies has_ already prepared a
five year developmentplan for upgrading the qualifica­
tion and experience of its existing local staffs. for
this to be effectively implemented it need Government
support and assistance.
To obtained a master or chief engineer foreign going
certificate of competency requires a minimumof ten
years, hence, it will also take the staffs in the school
the sametime to be qualified to international standard.
The reason being:
1. The existing maritime legislation is inadequate
and out dated in comparision with current IMO
Conventions on international standards and
requirements.
2. The existing examination and certification of
the Present legal Fiji System is below the
international standards and requirements
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3. Sea service in terms of power and size of
vessels etc acquired by most local staffs is
inadequate even to be considered for a Second
Mate or Second Engineer foreign going
certificate of competency.
Inadequate academical background to provide
entry into University, Polytechnics etc. for
Diploma or Degree courses.
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The school must revise and reconsider the recruitment
process of local staffs taking into account the above
criteria for selection. It is important to consider that.
if the low qualified staff membersare recruited and sent
abroad for further training and are unsuccessful in their
examination, then the school will be saturated with low
qualified staff which will lower the the standards of
education and training given to the students.
However,the long term solution is to send the existing
local staffs abroad for further training and experience
and if continuity is required replace them with
expatriates to manthe school. For this to be carried out
effectively it certainly needs Governmentsupport. At the
time of writing this project, there are four vacancies
in the school.
It is therefore urgent that the Government Authority
responsible for staffing the school seriously consider
the staffing situation and its staffing development
DFCIQ !."EU'|'H'|'IE.
9.9 Memorandumof Understanding for Regionalising the
Fiji School of Maritime Studies.
Coincident with the progress made in the completion of
the SPUMSCode, is the agreement between the South Paci­
fic memberstates to regionalize maritime training. The
Regipfial Shipping Council have endorsed a Memorandumof
”“°‘E'P5t-“ding (see Appendix 4) which has been guided
through its formative stages by SPEC. The regional con­
cept is part of the SPECmandate and through the Secreta­
riat the Memorandumof Understanding has been approved by
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the 11 participating Sovereign States which include Fiji.
They have agreed to recognize three maritime training
centres located in Fiji, Papua NewGuinea and the Solomon
1slands.These centres are to service the needs of the
region in conjuction with maritime training and other
projects, (SPUMSCODE).
This regional agreement is aimed at providing an overall
maritime training capacity to meet the South Pacific
Island communityrequirements. It should avoid duplica­
tion and assist in the implementation of standards of
certification and training. It should harmonize the work
of the maritime administration and marine departments
responsible for technical matters.
The Fiji School of Maritime Studies has therefore agreed
to:
- Provide training and examination for grade 4
certificate and above
Provide regional examiners as required
Design regional courses based on SPUMSfor offer on a
regular basis
Co-ordinate training programmesto avoid duplication
Maximisethe utilization of scarse teaching staff
- Circulate training programmes to participating
countries
- Introduce a scale of uniform economic fees
- Maintain a level of staff and equipment essential to
promote and maintain high standards.
The Fiji Marine Board Examination Centre have agreed to:
Hold regular schedules of examination
- Maintain adequate staffing by properly qualified per­
sonnel
- Share an examination question bank and maintain
security of the examination system
-- Issue Pacific Island Certificate of Competency.
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10.0 MARITIME TRAINING IN OTHER COUNTRIES
The purpose of this chapter is to briefly summarized the
various selected countries maritime training structures
leading to certificate of competency and an academic qua­
lification. There are two schemes to achieve these pro­
grammes:
1. Hawse-Pipe Scheme
2. Front Ended Scheme
1. Hawse-Pipe Scheme.
In the USA, UKand some commonwealth countries including
Fiji it is possible for anybodyto start a seafaring
career as a rating either deck or engineer and eventually
by means of self-study or completion of short term prepa­
ratory courses offered by seafarer’s organisations or
private schools to qualify as a certificated navigator or
engineer officer.
2. Front Ended Scheme.
[91 .ost developed countries throughout the world particular­
1 th - . . _Y 9 Europeancountries, the majority of seagoing offi­
cers who rece' ' 'ive certificate of competencyhave success­
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fully completed an approved three or four years comore—
hensive and specialized training directed towards an aca­
demic deoree or diploma and their certificate of compe­
tency afterwards.
Most developing countries are nowpreparing their mariti­
me training structures towards the Front Ended Scheme
since the Haws-Pipe system is no longer appropriate due
to high technology of ships being built today.
10.2 Maritime Training in the UK.
Since Fiji is a former colony of the UK, it would be
appropriate here to highlight the inadequacy of the UN
system of training and the need to introduce and imple­
ment the Front Ended Scheme to compare and align with
other developed countries. It would also be appropriate
here to summarize the history of the UKsystem in order
to understand that there must be a change for Fiji.
During the nineteeth century, mariners in UKwere requi­
red for the first time to display their professional com­
petence through the mediumof examinations. The power to
issue certificate of competency in the UKwas delegated
to the Board of Trade and this situation has remained
basically unchangedto the present day.
The Regulation and Standards of examination is administe­
red by the Pricipal Examiner either deck or engineer and
Strict rules govern physical fitness, minimumage limits
and industrial experience (sea service).
'1 U 6:
The Principal Examinersstaffs set the subject syllabu­
ses, conduct the examination and assess the candidates.
Attendance at a formal course of study is not a pre-re­
quisite for a certificate of competencyexamination.
Nevertherless,before a certificate is issued a candidate
must show that he has followed certain necessary short
training courses which will ensure his profficiency in
certain areas concerning safety.
In previous times private schools provided preparatory
courses for certificate examinationsbut little attempt
was made to provide a coherent course of education.
Courses were directed strictly towards passing the exami—
nation. Later certificate preparation courses were and
still are, provided by the state education authorities in
technical colleges and an attempt is madeto provide stu­
dents with some background knowledge. However, examina­
tion success is still the prime objective.
Because of the prolonged periods between college
attendance and certificate examinations, much of the
workassociated with each qualification is repetitious.
Also, by the time the master or chief engineer
certificate is attempted, candidates are of mature years.
M°der" teCh"°1°Qical and sociological changes in the
maritime i“dU5tPY have left the traditional method of
training behind, it is no longer satisfactory.
It 15 imbortant to note that, although maritime education
h . . _as been provided in technical colleges from the begining
1 - - .
° th15 °9”tUFY. 1t has not lead to educational awards
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and was largely separated from other disciplines. Thus.
in the post second-world-war years, when there was
emphasis on. expansion of science and technologv
courses,maritime education in the UK lagged behind.
with the introduction of the Ordinary Diploma and Degree
courses in nautical science in 1964/65 and granting of
the marine engineering degrees, maritime education in the
UKbecamefirmly established within the national system
of education.
The history has been a brief outline of the development
of maritime education in the UKfrom its "ad-hoc" begi­
nings to its subtantial incorporation within the national
system of education. This has been done not only because
it illustrate a trend, but because it highlights a
particular difficulty in the UNsystem.
Education and Training Scheme.
The cadet or trainee deck officer mayqualify for a cer­
tificate of competency at either class 3, 4 or 5 upon
satisfactory completion of a minimum training period
3PPPDVEd by the Department of Transport. The departments
apflroved courses consist of sandwich type courses where
students spend alternate periods under training at sea,
“here EmDhaSi5is upon practical training, and at a
nautical college where the emphasis is upon theoretical
studies.
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Diploma in Nautical Science.
1. Entry qualification - Applicant should hold or expec­
ted to obtain G.C.E. "0" level or equivalent in mathe­
matics and physics, togather with two other academic
subjects all at a minimumlevel of grade “C” G.C.E.
(or equivalent).
2. Format of training, the standard scheme provides for
five phases:
Phase 1. Induction period of one month duration cove­
ring safety matters at nautical college.
Phase 2. Initial sea period, two voyages at sea gai­
ning practical experience of the running of
ships, totalling about 8 to 10 months.
Phase 3. Consist of 9 months in the college leading to
the BTEC Diploma examination in Nautical
Science.
Phase 4. Consist of about 12 months of sea service
during which the cadet will be involved in
brige and cargo watch-keeping etc.
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE TECISCOTEC DECK CADET SCHEME
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Phase 5. Final college phase of approximately 15
weeks, leads to the Department of Transport
Class 4 Certificate examination and an award
of Higher Diploma.
Higher Diploma in Marine Engineering.
1. Applicants for HNDare required to have GCE"0" level
qualifications simmilar to those required for Higher
National Certificate (HNC). In addition, applicants
should possessed "A" level mathematics and physics and
a passed in any other science subject.
2. Format of training, the standard scheme provides 4
phases of 3 years duration:
Phases 1. Phase one is 49 weeks college course invol­
ving both academical and practical work.
Phase 2. First period of sea service, generally of
about three and a half months duration.
during which cadets follow guided technical
studies.
Phase 3. Again consist of a 49 weeks college course
involving academic and practical work.
Ph . - - .ages 4 The f1"a1 Practical phase is spent at sea to
complete a total sea service of not less than
9 months.
At th - - _e end of the training scheme cadets sit an oral exa­
minat' fion or the Department of Transport Class 4 Certifi­
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cate of Competency. Also. successful completion of the
cadet training scheme gives exemption for various sub­
jects except the practical engineering knowledgefor the
Department of Transport Class 1 and Class 4 Certificate
of Competency.
Degree Scheme.
The scheme provides students with "A" level physics,
mathematics, chemistry and any other science or technical
subject to pursue a University or Polytechnic degree.
Candidates may take a three years full time degree in
Nautical Science or a four year full time degree in
marine engineering. Both require a minimum sea time of
one year before sitting for a watchkeeoer Certificate of
Competency.
10.3 Maritime Training in Australia.
Tertiary education (i.e. post-secondary education) in
Australia is divided into three sectors:
- the university sector
- the advanced education sector
- the technical and further education sector.
The latter sector comprises technical colleges which pro"
vide technical education and training at trade, or
Craftsafid technicians level. Almost all technical col1e~
995 are established and operated by State Government with
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some financial assistance from the Federal Governmentfor
capital works and equipment. Secondary school leavers can
transfer into technical colleges after year 10 i.e. 2
years before completion of full secondary education.
The remaining sectors i.e. the universities, and colle­
ges of advanced education provide what is generally ref­
fered to as “Higher Education”. Entry for school leavers
is after completion of the full secondary education cour­
se, and specific school leaving qualifications are requi­
red for most courses.
Prior to the establishment of the Australian Maritime
College some maritime training was provided in a few
state technical colleges, cadetship was provided for deck
officer trainees by the larger shipping companies and
some limited pre-sea and midcadet - release formal
training was being introduced by one of the technical
college. One of the shipping companys had also introduced
a cadetship schemefor engineer officer trainees which
involved 2 to 3 years formal training with about one year
at sea on commercial vessels. The associated part — time
technicians courses in the technical colleges qualified
for some exemptions from the Statutory examinations for
the certificate of competency, which were administered by
the Federal Department of Transport.
The mafiyinVE5ti9ations, discussion and enquiries-invol­
Vi“9 the Shipping and fishing industries, Regulatory
Authorities and the commission on Advanced Education led
t° the deVE1°Pmentof a proposal for the Federal Govern­
t, - - . . . .men to establish a National Maritime Training facility.
I ‘t - . .n 1 5 report 1" "BY 1974 the commission concluded that
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training for the shipping and shipping industries was
inadequate; and that the Australian Governmentshould
established a central maritime college within the advan­
ced education sector. The college should offer courses
for deck, engineer and radio officers, and masters of
large fishing vessels.
The Maritime College Act 1978 formally established the
Australian Maritime College reviewing their tradional
system adopted from UK pattern which is no longer
adequate and work was proceeding towards the STCN78
Convention. As a national institution - establish and
fully funded by the Federal Government the College is the
only one of its kind in Australia providing exclusively
for maritime and maritime related education and training.
Outline of Academic Programmes at AMC.
1. Diploma in Nautical Science
In.‘ . Bachelor of Applied Science (Nautical Studies)
Diploma in Marine Engineering
-{*0} Bachelor of Engineering (Maritime)
The cadet scheme for both deck and engineering are simi­
lar to that in UKi.e. successful completion of 3 or 4
Yea? Programmes will be awarded a Diploma in their res­
pective field of study and a watchkeeper certificate of
°°mPet9"CYor a Bachelor of Applied Science/Bachelor in
Efigifieefing with a Natchkeeper certificate of competency!
depending on their entry requirements. FIG 3 shows the
various structures in the above courses.
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10.4 Maritime Training in USA.
In the United States,the training of seafarers is a pro—
duct of the efforts of the Federal and State Governments,
the shipping industry and private schools. Prospective
officers are trained either at the merchant marine acade­
mies or by means of special short term schemes carried
out at schools operated by seafarers organizations or
private interests.
The most important requirements for obtaining an original
or higher grade officers certificate of competency are
possession of a stipulated amount of sea service and the
passing of both physical and written professional exami­
nations administered by the US Coast Guard.
The type of training, carried out in the US is either
through the ”Hause Pipe” or the "Front Ended" scheme. The
Front Ended scheme is carried out by merchant marine aca­
demies throughout the US and is a four year undergraduate
programme leading to a Bachelor of Science degree and a
Coast Guard license upon satisfactory completion of the
licence examination as third mate or third engineer.
Applicants for admission to the academies must be between
the ages of 17 and 21 years and graduates of a secondary
5°h°°1 3”” mU5tPass a competitive entrance examination.
At the time of starting their training, students have a
choice between a course of study for future navigating
officer or for prospective marine engineers.
The programme at State University of New York (SUNY) and
the US Merchant Marine Academy (USMMA)at Kings Point
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combines formal academic studies leading to the Bachelor
of Science or Bachelor of Engineering degree; ,coursework
and practical experience at sea preparing for the license
as Third Mate or Third Assistant Engineer and course in
Naval Science leading to eligibility for a commissionas
an officer in the Naval Reserve or for active duty in the
Navy. Graduates are also eligible for commission in the
US Coast Guard and the National Oceangraphic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
The three selected countries training programmes have
been highlighted to view that all three have changed from
the "Hawse Pipe“ system to the “Front Ended” system
because of the current modern shipping technology, deve­
loping throughout the world and that the "Hawse Pipe”
type of training is no longer appropriate. Fiji should
therefore consider revising its training system and
structures. They should align with these selected
countries if international standard is to be achieved.
Another important point to consider is the US training
system,where Naval Science curriculum is included in the
main merchanrt marine programmeto prepare students for
Naval service, Fiji could adopt this pattern of training
to prepare students not only for the merchant marines but
also for its Naval Reserve. Earlier discussion on the
subject was welcomed by the Naval Squadron, Ministry of
HomeAffairs and the Local Shipowners Association.
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11.0 PROPOSED SYSTEM OF TRAINING.
11.1 Analysis of the Present Training System.
The present training system in Fiji is below internatio­
nal standard due to the outdated maritime legislation.
However, with the delay of the revised Marine Bill being
presented into Par1iament,the Fiji Marine Board has
approved the School of Maritime Studies to go ahead pro—
gramming and teaching the new courses required by the
SPUMS Code.
The prime purpose of training is to ensure that ships are
operated safely and efficiently. Training leading to
recognised qualification is also necessary to attract a
sufficient supply of able menand to prepare those alreaw
dy serving for the many technological and managerial
changes which are taking place. These changes will conti­
nue, they are already having a pronounced effect on the
training that is required not only in Fiji but in the
shipping industry throughout the world.
The present training arrangement for seafarers in Fiji
forms a varied and complicated pattern. There are
programmesof training for every grade of seafarer. but
an outstanding point is that no training courses are
Compulsoryapart from a few relatively short ones. Some
seafarers maystudy privately, some may take
correspondence courses and others mayattend full or part
time at workshopsor in training schools.
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A proposed national training scheme is shown in
sub-chapter 11.3. The cadet schemes both deck and
engineering are considered to be more appropriate and
important in ensuring that standards reduired by the Code
are maintained and that the systems are parralel with
other cadet systems in developed countries.
11.2 Impact of the Revised SPUMSCode.
At the time of the adoption of the STCN Convention in
1978,a majority of the established maritime training
countries had already possessed a well established
maritime infrasructure which included excellent maritime
education and training facilities, examination and
certifiction system etc. The impact on them was very
little and only minor adjustment were required to meet
the Convention requirements.
with the introduction of the SPUMSCode, the Fiji Marine
Board has accepted and approved the Code in principle.
Progress is being made to include the Code in the
maritime legislation. To accept the Code, the Fiji Marine
Board should seriously consider its impact on the whole
maritime infrastructure. The School of Maritime Studies
is also affected.
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The impact of the Code on the Fiji Marine Board are:
— Updated maritime legislation
— The establishment of a proper maritime safety admiw
nistration
— Establishing a proper system for examination and cer­
tification of seafarers
- A means of controlling and monitoring levels of
education and training
— Control and monitoring of pre-requisite of seafarers
as condition of entry to the examination for
certificate of competency.
- Qualification of senior staffs
The impact of the Code to the school is to ensure that
the followings are to be of international standards:
— buildings and facilities
- laboratories and practical workshops
- training equipments
- qualification of teaching staffs
- syllabuses
- examination system
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The prime objective of this chapter is to urge both the
Maritime Administration and The School of Maritime
Studies to be aware of the impact of this Code and for
both to prepare their organisations to meet the Codes
requirements and to understand the importance of becoming
a Party to the STCN 78 Convention as well as its
advantages and dis-advantages.
11.3 Proposed National Training Scheme.
The present training system and arrangement at best
provide some, but not enough, officers with first class
training and experience comparable with the best availab­
le in other countries. I believe that time has come to
ensure that all future cadets and officers both deck and
engineering benefit from systematic and progressive
training of a high quality strictly related to modern
equipment,its operation and management.
In chapter 10,1 highlighted the two types of training
system. The "Front Ended Education” is considered better
and most effective. This is carried out through the cadet
training scheme. ThoughFiji has already established its
own cadet training scheme both deck and engineering, it
is still belowinternational standard. The proposed sche­
me de5iQnEdalong the pattern of other countries and to
the requirements of the Code is as follows:
- requirements and standards to comply with the spuns
Code
- the naval requirements to suit the navy
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—The arrangement of education, training and examination
is intergrated into a coherent pattern with appropriate
standards recognised by the National Education System
It is recommendedthat the existing cadet scheme be con­
tinued until the school’s five year development plan is
completed. Then the new buildings and equipment will
provide the necessary training for the cadets to meet the
Code.
The proposed cadet scheme is to consist of:
1. A three years Diploma in Nautical Science
2. A four years Diploma in Marine Engineering
Prior to the commencementof the proposed cadet scheme.
it is essential that the maritime administration review
and updated all necessary legislation apertaining to
education,training,examination and certification
including official documentation required by the proposed
scheme.
In order to strictly ensure that high academic standards
are maintained, there should be a selection and recruit­
ment panel. It should consist of representatives from the
shipping industry, the naval squardron and the school.It
should process all applications to the cadet scheme
instead of their being recruited by shipping companies.
The maximum number of cadet intakes should be 15 deck
cadets and 15 engineering cadets per year. succe55fu1
cadets must be medically fit to suit the SPUMSand Naval
requirements.
The complete scheme must be Government funded with assi­
stance from shipowners to ensure that cadets education
and traininq is completely free. Uniforms, SDDftE
requirements, naval requirements fortnightly allowances
etc.should be included­
Entry Requirements.
Entry requirements to both deck and engineer schemes are:
1. University entrance certificate with good passes in:
- Mathematics
—Physics or Physical Science
English
- Chemistry or other science subject
Suitable passes in some other examination ofh
equivalent standard as approved by the Head of School.
provided the candidate can show evidence of being able
to cope with the academic demand of the scheme;
0 Suitable passes in an overseas examination of equiv
valent standard as approved by the Head of School,
provided the candidate's spoken and written English is
of a standard that he/she can benefit from the course.
Format of training - the scheme of training follows a
sandwich pattern with alternative periods of sea service
and school-based work which togather make up a structured
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course of planned practical training intergrated with
professional and Diploma studies. Each phase contain
work which is assessed and the cadets performance counts
toward the final award.
Deck Cadet Scheme.
Phase 1 - An18 week cadet officer military training
course with the Naval Squadron
Phase 2 - Induction course of two to three weeks at the
school
Phase 3 —Two —three months initial sea service
Phase 4 —An 18 weeks course at the school
Phase 5 - Six months sea service
Phase 6 —An 18 weeks course at the school
Phase 7 - Six months sea service
Phase 6 —An 18 weeks course at the school
Curriculum:
Shipping Economics
Marine Operation
Marine Transportation
Meteorology
Mathematics
Applied Science
Electronic Navigation Aids
Principle of Navigation
General Ship Knowledge
Seamanship
Navigation:- Practical
- Chartuork
- Radar Observer
Naval Architecture
General Studies
Management
Signals
Marine Machinery System
Electrotechnology
Maritime Law
Naval Science
Marine Engineering Cadet scheme
Phase
Phase
Phase
Phase
Phase
Phase
Phase
Phase
Phase
Phase
I-'5 An18 weeks cadet officer military training
course with the Naval Squadron.
weeks at the school.Induction course of 2-3
Initial sea service.
An 18 weeks course at the school.
Six months sea service.
An 18 weeks course at the school.
Six months sea service.
An 18 weeks course at the school.
at theThree - four months workshop practice
school.
An 18 weeks course at the school.
‘1 '.'-;'4
Curriculum
Mathematics
Electrical and Electronic Principle
Engineering Drawing
workshop Process and Materials
Marine Engineering Practice
General and Communication Studies
Maritime Transportation
Shipping Economics
Electrotechnology
Shipboard Propulsion and Auxiliary System
Material Science
Thermodynamics
Mechanics
Management
Naval Architecture
Control Engineering
Maritime Law
Naval Science
Planned training at sea: For both deck and engineering
cadets - in view of the interval between school phases.
the importance of maintaining the continuity of academic
studies cannot be stressed too forcibly. It is the res~
ponsibility of both the school and sponsoring companies
to ensure that regular contact is maintained with their
Cadets during the sea periods. Cadets should be encoura­
ged to develop their studies using their ships as a labo­
t .ta Dry 1" °’der that thEY may enter each school phase
'th ' ' ­N1 sufficient professional knowledgeto make further
st d‘ - . .U 1&5rE1eVa"t- PP°Ject work is an important feature of
the sea phases.
An essential feature of the Diploma schemes is that
cadets copmplete a period of planned training at sea in
accordance with the SPUMSCode requirements and the Fiji
National Training Council cadets record book. The record
book, duly completed by the masters, chief engineer and
senior ship's officers of the ships in which sea service
is performed will provide proof of planned training at
sea.
Awards
Upon successful completion of the proposed programme.
candidates will receive the following awards:
1. Diploma in Nautical Science 8 Deck watchkeeper Certi­
ficate of Competency:
A. Diploma in Marine Engineering 8 Engine room watchkee­
per Certificate of Competency.
0 Eligibility for a commission as an Officer in the
Naval Reserve or for active duty in the Navy.
39th DiDlomaprogrammes should give exemption to all
written exams required for Class 2 Master and Class 2
Engineer except the orals, which will still be maintained
bYthe Fiji Marine Board or the Maritime Safety Adminis­tration.
Provided that strict rules are maintained and carried out
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effectively. ensuring that the SPUMSCode and the Nation
nal Education Athority’s requirements are met. the Fiji
Government should seek approval from Australia and New
Zealand so that Diploma Graduates both Deck and
Enoineering from the school have eligibility to enter the
following courses:
1. Class 1 Master
2. Class 1 Engineer
3.Dip1oma/Degree in Nautical Science
4. Diploma/Degree in Marine Engineering
11.4 Harmonization of the Proposed Scheme in the Mari­
time Industry.
To harmonized the proposed training scheme, it is neces­
sary that the school form a committee to consist of
representatives from:
- Local Shipouners Association
- Overseas Shipouners Association
- Fiji National Training Council
- Fiji Marine Board
- Ministry of HomeAffairs
—South Pacific Bureau for Economic Co-operation
- School of Maritime Studies
The Committee is to be informed that the Fiji Marine
Board has accepted and approved the SPUMSCode in order
to upgrade all grades of certificate of competency to
meet international standards since the Codecontains the
STCH78 Convention.
The same Committee can also be utilise as an Advisory
Board to ensure that standards are monitored and maintai­
ned to comply with the requirements of the School, the
Navy and the Fiji Marine Board.
The Committee should also be informed that Fiji has
agreed and signed the Memorandumof Understanding:
—To utilize the Fiji school of maritime studies as a
regional training centre;
- For the Marine Department to become the regional
examination centre.
The two centres plays an important roles in providing
manpower requirements not only for Fiji but also for the
pacific region .
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The Committee should also understand that, the Code meets
the minimum requirements of the STCN Convention. It
therefore gives the advantages and dis-advantages of
becoming a Party to the STCH Convention which is
important considering that the Fiji ships are not only
trading locally but also internationally.
Therefore,it is of prime importance for the shipping
industry, maritime administration and the school to for­
mulate a strategy ensuring that all necessary require­
ments of the Code and the proposed scheme are met.
11.5 Proposed Sea Training Programme.
The sea training component is an important aspect of the
programme related to the watchkeeping Certificate, deck
and engineering. This component should be seen as an
extension of the school programmeand for this reason, it
is important that there is an effective and close co-or­
dination and co-operation between the personnel aboard
ship and at the school.
A modern merchant ship engaged in commercial voyages with
its small but highly trained (very often specialist)
crew,may be subject to quick turn around in ports and
frequent changes in its crew. This tends to maketraining
activities somewhatdifficult and possibly fragmented,
and means that "on-the-job" training will have manyprob­
lems and difficulties aboard ship.
It is crucial therefore that a properly structured and
DF9ani5Ed programme of activities is followed, in order
that this Period of "hands-on” experience aboard ship can
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be fruitful and effective.
The cadet scheme both deck and engineering is under the
control of the school, however, the maritime administra~
tion monitors the system to ensure that it is complying
to suit their requirements.
The school is also responsible to see that proper sea
service is carried out on local and large foreign-going
vessels to comply with the Code requirements. This is
necessary for the Natchkeeper Certificates.
The bulk of the Fiji fleet are of smaller size and very
few large vessels are trading both locally and
internationally. Therefore, the school togather with the
shipping industry and the Maritime Administration should
seek assistance from regional membercountries including
Australia and NewZealand so that school cadets can sail
on board their ships to gain the necessary experience
required for the watchkeeper and certificate of
competencycertificates.
In response to the school request an informal meeting
took place at the Nauru Consulate office in Suva during
November. This meeting was attended by a Nauru
GovernmentOfficial, Director of Marine and the Head of
School of Maritime Studies. An agreement was reached
that the Fiji Governmentwould make an official request
to the Nauru Governmentfor the school cadets to sail
and gain experiences on board their ships. It is
advisable to follow up this discussion again since there
was an indication of Nauru’s support of the scheme,
The sea training programmeshould be structured along tho
lines of and be similar to the pattern followed in
develop countries like U.H., Australia and USAwith an
effective and close co-ordination and co-operation
between the shipping companies and the school.
For the proposed programmedto work out effectively, it
needs a well structured scheme supported by cadet record
books, sea projects, and other necessary documents to use
as evidence that sea services were carried out
effectively and contructively.
It is recommendedthat the IMO “sea training guidance
notes” and the UH engineer record book be revised and
tailor madeto suit Fiji's sea training purposes.
12 RECOMMENDATION FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSEU
SYSTEM
12.1 Criteria for the National Process of Training.
In the maritime industry, the international conventions,
recommendations, resolutions and codes, likewise the
national legislation and ordinances all focus on naviga­
tional practices, equipment _design and construction.
maintanance and operation of ships etc., with a view to
achieving maximumpracticable safety and protection of
the enviroment.
The commondenominator and most important factor in these
endeavours is the human element, the development of a man
whowill design perfect equipment, install it properly,
operate it efficiently and safely, and maintain it
adequately. The criteria to achieve this on a national
basis inter alia are:
1. The Government policies must be clear and be accompa­
nied by the means to execute them.
a. There must be a balance of ideas, all interested par­
ties, international, national or private must be iden­
tified at the initial or early stages and be
allowedto participate effectively.
0 The requirements of all the interested parties to make
effective contribution must be made by the Government.
4. It will be necessary to establish a working group of
competent people in the indentified areas of interest
to facilitate the co-ordination.
5. The legislation or legal establishment of such an
instrument to create awareness on a national and
international level thereby preventing diversification
in implementation say, in training and also promoting
acceptable and respectable schemeof training.
6 The task of the working group should include, amongst
others, the monitoring of progress, ensuring that
decision are geared towards objectives, modification
of objectives with international and national
developments, and also that feedbacks are in
accordance with expectancy.
7. The working group must be representatives of all the
interested parties.
12.2 Role of the Fiji Marine Board Examiner.
The purposes of examinations for certificate of
competencyas seafarers are primarily to promote safety
at sea and more recently, to minimise pollution of the
marine enviroment.
CAP. 159 of the Fiji Marine Board Ordinance give power to
the B°ard t9 d0 EVEPYthinQnecessary for the purpose of
the examinations and, in particular to regulate the qua­
lifications of applicants for deck and engineer officers
certificate of competency.
I-'5 bl L‘!
The marine board examiners are men who actually conduct
the examinations at examination centres,they are not full
time examiners but, surveyors who spend most of their
time surveying ships under the direct control of the Fiji
Marine Board. They only carry out examination duties when
their are required to do so.
Due to the inadequate examination infrastructure
existing in Fiji, it is recommendedthat the following
are considered for the Board to review the existing
structure and upgrade where necessary to meet the SPUMS
requirements:
—
1. The Board's main concern is safety at sea.
h
D
Understandably,therefore,its syllabuses for the
statutory certificate are essentially drawnin terms
of safety. The syllabuses do not adequately cover the
full range of knowledge which should apply or be
expectedof efficient officers.
Theydo not, for instance take sufficient account of
the need for some knowledge of the economic and com­
mercial enviroment in which shipping operates, the
need for education in managementtechniques, and the
general need to develop a sense of cost consciousness
in officers.
There must be a wider based syllabuses, which are kept
under continuous review by a body on which the Govern­
ment,shipping industry, and the training establishment
are represented, to ensure that they reflects new
needs within a reasonable time.
4. The examination for certificate of competency should
be held within the training establishment while the
practical knowledgeand oral parts should still be
maintained by the Board Examiners.
5. Create and establish a Regional Examination Centre
with adequate international qualified staffs to manned
them.
6. Dueto the out-dated maritime legislation,there has
been too muchflexibility exercised by the examiners
in not monitoring or maintaining the proper
pre-requisite for candidates attempting their various
grades of certificates.
7. This includes cadet record books, proof of industrial
experiences either ashore or afloat,accepting
non-official documentation for. certificate require­
ments, accepting low sea service in terms of
tonnages,power etc., of vessels for higher grades of
certificate of competency.
Most European countries like the Netherland, West
Germany, Norway, Danmark, Sweden have transfered their
certificate of competency exams to approved maritime
training institutions. Recently the UK Minister of
Shipping has accepted and approved that exams under the
new system of meeting the STCN76 Convention be
transfered to marine colleges and effective as from 1988.
12.3 Role of the Marine Department.
Maritime training, Examinatione/ Certification of
Seafarers, and Manning of Ships are three vital and
inseparable link in a chain which determines the
standards of safety and efficiency of the operation of
ships. The fact is, that, the weakest link in the chain
shall determine the above standards, and all three links
are of equal importance.
Training is a crucial factor in strengthening the mariti­
meadministration in developing countries. Thue,the role
and function of the Marine Department is to ensure that
these are carried out effectively.
For the SPUMSCode to be effectively and efficiently
carried out it will be dependent upon the efficient
administration machinery of the Marine Department to
advise the Governmentin the adoption and its
implementation.
Other regulation and conventions required for developing
and operating the maritime programmeof the country ie
also included within the Marine Department's
infrastructure in discharging the obligation of the
Government under international conventions,which may be
applicable.
The new proposed Marine Bill replaces all existing
legislation in respect of maritimematters,particularly
those parts of the Merchant Shipping Act 1894 of the Uni­
ted Kingdormpresently apply in Fiji is inadequate,
outdated and is no longer appropriate.
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It is therefore recommended that with proper National
Maritime Legislation there could be developed an effecti~
ve Maritime Safety Administration responsible for the
control and development of:
1. Ship registration, inspection and survey;
2. Control of pollution;
3 A system for the examination and certification of
seafarers;
4. A means of controlling and monitoring the levels of
education, training, and experience required of
seafarers as a condition of entry to the examinations
for certificate of competency.
Therefore, the Marine Dpartment should seriously consider
proposing the establishment of its Maritime Safety Admi­
nistration. Since this has been evolved by the
Internationa Maritime Organisation (IMO), it has been
done by many developed countries.
The "Maritime Safety Administration” is expected to be
the Specialized Executive arm of the Government
irrespective of whether it is a developed or a developing
country, as regards all its maritime affairs.
All Regulatory functions should then be transfered to
this newly established administration body from the Fiji
Marine Board,and for the Board to have a lesser functions
particularly when technical maritime matters are
involved and alion it with dEVE1DDEdafid d9Ve1°°i“§Q _
Countries infrastructure in maintaining international
standards.
Shippiflg is an international organisation, since the
Marine Departmentis involved in shipping activities, it
becomesan international organisation because of its con­
formity to international laws, conventions,and
regulations.
The Department should consider manning this proposed
administration with international qualified personnel to
justify the SPUMSCode and equally to the school in
maintaining international standards.
12.4 Legislative Provision.
At the time of writing this project, the new revised
Marine Bill was due to be presented into Parliment some­
time this,year 1956.
This Bill establishes the framework for the merchant
marine industry in Fiji. A framework to be filled in by
regulations made by the Minister of Transport and works
in respect of ships, seaman and manyother allied mariti­
me matters.
TheBill replaces all existing legislation in respect of
maritime matters,in particular those parts of the Mer­
chant Shipping Act 1894 of the United Kingdom which pre­
sently apply in Fiji, and are no longer appropriate.
with the emergence of Fiji as an independent State with .
substantial maritime trade role in the south pacific, and
with Fiji being a memberof the South Pacific Forum, it
is appropriate that Fiji's maritime legislation should be
revised to fall into line with modern maritime developme­
nts elsewhere, particularly developments in the South
Pacific.
On the instruction of the South Pacific Forum Shipping
Council, SPEC has. since 1979, been developing a South
Pacific Uniform Maritime Standards (SPUMS) Code. This
Code is based on advice and recommendation from Maritime
Authorities of all Forummembers, and the various inter­
national conferences under the auspicies of the U.fl"
Agency- the International Maritime Organisation (IMO).
This Code was recently completed and will provide the
main basis for the regulations which will be made by the
Minister under the Bill once it has been passed -nd
brought into operation. It is intended, therefore, that
Fiji's MaritimeLegislation and the requirements speci­
fied in that legislation will be in harmonywith that of
other Pacific countries as they revise their ownmaritime
legislation.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION.
The territory of the South Pacific Regional countries
briefly mention in this project is vast. It consists of
approximately 24 million square miles, or approximately
12 per cent of the surface area of the globe. within the
study area live less than one tenth of one per cent of
the world's population.The ratio of water to land area is
approximately 100 : 1 , and over 80 per cent of the land
lies in one country, Papua NewGuinea.
The South Pacific Region contains some of the worlc’s
most isolated communities. The distance between the
eastern and western extremisties of the Republic of Kiri­
bati is, for example roughly the same as the distance
between Brisbane and Perth.
The recent history of the Pacific Region is a mixture of
colonial expansionism,a major moveto political indepen­
dence and economic penetration. In a number of territo­
ries the residue of that history remains a dominant forv
ce, though change is continuous.
Substantial investment have been made in providing traiv
ning for sea-going staffs. In some cases a surplus of
trained ship's crew has developed. The shortages of sea­
going personnel is of officers, skilled engineers and
crew qualified to foreign going standards.
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The issues are:
—A clear need to provide manpower training to foreign
going standards, and to provide training to a higher
(officer) level than has been the case in recent
years;
Greater co-operation is needed between shipping lines
and governments in training seaman.
—The poor in-house training of maritime administration
and the school staffs in upgrading their academic and
professional qualification including skill levels.
Governmentneeds to co-ordinate its efforts in developing
manpowerskills relative to maritime transport
operations. It appears that, during the last ten years.
Government attention is focused elsewhere i.e. Civil
Aviation, Tourismetc. with very little attention given
to maritime transportation and its overall
infrastructure.
The school of maritime studies is playing an important
role of providing manpowertraining needed for the Fiji
fleet and also for the pacific region. For this to be
carried out effectively it needs governmentsupport and
to ensure the school five development is implemented.
Staffs are the core elements of the school, every support
is neededto ensure that adequate staffs are available
with the required qualification and experienced necessary
for the standards needed by the Code and in comparison
with the standards of other developed countries.
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The Maritime Administration should consider the estat
lishment of a proper examination centre to comply with
the Code and the Memorandumof Understanding.
The Ministry of Transport and works and the Ministry of
Education should work togather more frequently to support
the school in:
—the schools five year development plans;
the schools five year local staffs development plan;
" implementation of the school's proposed national trai­
ning scheme:
- obtaining the radar and diesel engine simulators from
the Norwegian Government;
—pursuing IMOassistance for staffing.
The Maritime Administration should take every necessary
effort to see that the revised Marine Bill is implemented
as soon as possible since it is the backbone of the whole
maritimeinfrastructure.
The Ministry of Transport and works and the Ministry of
Education should make every effort to see that Fiji
signs the STCN78 Convention in order for the Fiji fleet
maysail to any countries within the south pacific region
and to any country throughout the world without,or with
very 1itt1e,resistance.
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APPENDIX 1
CHAPTER 1.
PART 1. INTERPRETATION
Seetton I. Deflnlltlu
In the Cede. tatlen the eontr-Iry intention app».-Ir:
'Ippro\Id' mans Ipprovd by In Authority;
'Author|ty‘ rneam the trtIrine Iuthority of the Government ol I member country;
'CItlfteItI of CoI'lIF‘len¢!'JV‘/,..\u c‘?ifteIIe '-u-4 I-- " ‘ ""“ “ innvtntlin thedesignation or grade It.Ited an I It cent tale:
you 'S(aman'I'IlIIIu’fl mute: and amt en - Ir-edr/tniriun below.
‘Code’ tours the South Paeifr Unilorm Mtrritirne Stat-tdIrdt Code;
‘Ito Cdlitlont Convention‘ rnoanxthe Come ntion on thelnternuional Regulations [or PvevenltngcO"I\IOl't\Il Se;
I972_together with the lnternItiortaI Regulations {or Preventing COHILIDIHIISn l972.¢-onttituted by the 'Uk\IHd
other Innenet Itttrched to that Contention. Itcotreetr.-d by Proeet-\'etbal of Rectifttatton data‘: I Dstmber l97.‘|.at
Illeeted by In) Irnendrnent t'nIde under Article \'l o! that Convention;
'CornrMuhl u-Intel‘ rnant I setsel uhieh is not med Iokly for pleature or reeretttion Ind the use of uhieh is made.
llbltd or Iulhotthed in the court: ol In) htttineu or in eonneetton tnth In)‘ eot-nrnereiI|tntmaetion;
‘tint’ meant those pet-tomemplr-)ed on board Ind in the butinen ofa venel.but docs nnt includeI pilotor I perton
ternpcnrily on board the vesselIhtle the vnsel it III port:
‘dangerous goodn‘ meant In good: tlusified Ind deIlt with It dIn;erot.s goods in the 'l'IICIfl'd|IOl'lI|Mnritirne.
DInperout Goods Code published by the lntert-tItionIl Maritime Otpniution. London. in I965 I) ItnerI:Ied [torn
time to tune;
‘equipment’ in relation to I venel. includes eterything or article belonging or used in connection tIit.h.or net'.enIry
for the nat-iption. ulety and working of. the venel;
'IIIrnlrur‘ t'ne.InII person or inttitution Ippointed by In Authority to conduct eIIntinItions for (‘eniftcatcs of
Cornpetettey:
‘exletlrg Ienel‘ nuns I vesselthIt is not I tIe\t veuel;
‘ltthlng vIIIel' man: I venel used or intended to he used for atehin; ftslt. I-hI|eI. salt. I'IIll.ls or other living
Ietoureet ol the In hut ealuding any venel
(I) en;I3ed in harvestingor tnntportin; of Ilpe or Icquatie plants: or
(5) thIt '1 priInIt-ilyI urvier or mother vearl;
' ton lounge‘ in rehtiott to I vcuel hvin; Iltetmtive gross tonrngu, Ihgll he uh,-n to tn:I larger of that:
Ionnageez
Vigil‘ it teIItionto I sent! mans:
(I) III: length Ihoutn it the vessel‘:eenifrute of regitry or tonnage oenirute; or
L 1 L. L -L(It) iotheuIe:.'- ‘ “‘* -_ ' __ - -- _§_““_._.
crtiftate. lb lengthol the trees! II deterlnirnd by In Authority:
‘Ind lac‘ man I he Inttd on I vescl bditating thedepthto whichth vac! tnIyIIfelyhe |oIded;
‘Del.oId Lhe Cnvu_tIn' Item the InternationalConventionon lad LineaI966Inflected byInyItm-ndtnent
‘made to that Convention;
‘hoodIJII Cuvntln Sip‘ nuns I vesselthat is:
(I) on Iitd to whichthe Lad IJI: ConventionIppl'cI; Irtd
(5) tetisteted in I country the Government of which it I party to the Load Line Convention;
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‘—at¢° in relation toa vettel nears the person having h-tul eornrnand or chargeolthe venelbut doe-Inot include
a pilot;
'znbrreuarttry' nrearua eountryllx Governmentof Ihtdt undertaker toetvnlortntothe reqtairerrtertttol theCode‘.
‘N-r Conaul Trade‘ nears trade or operatioru ola vessel in the vicinityola Irernber country as defined by that
country;
it-tr v-arl' meansa wuclz
(a) the heelol whichon laid or vhih In at a airnihr atage oteonatrtartionzor
(b) that has been wtaatantiallyalter!!! or reconstructed. on or alter the date ct byeach nternber country tor the
coming into loree ol the applicable provition ol national legislation in respect of the vetsel;
Non Drladvflnllianauurrrn that lie qrr-ullvr file: ofranlng Irtlofan-V’ollh pros-blortao/the Codr -rllbr arr
lndt-idually by rrtrrrtbnroutlrirs by Ila-Ir0It'lIJulian! bgttbrian and nor by the Code Ilulf
‘dial-ore vane!‘ man: a vearl that is:
(a) ettpged in the eaploratiott or exploitation of the internal orateraand tnarineapace within the juritdietion ola
member cotlttry at prescribed in the lat“ of that country; Ind
(b) operating to. In lrotn. or 'a bated at a port or place in tlnt country.
‘Pull! llegltn Trek‘ tneara trade or our-ationt ola veuel within the area dernaruted by Latitudes IS Degreet
North to 47 Degree: South and Longiludet IN Dearest East to I30 Degree: tttcu.
‘pennant’ meant a pawn earrid on bard a vestel with the knot-‘ledgeor content ol the owneror nutter ol the
Kill but does not include.
(a) a person enppd in any capacity on board the vetrl in the busincta ol the veselz or
(bl a child under the one oforte year.
‘patetyer VI'I¢I' treat: a vetrl which‘I: '
(al enppd in an inter-natioralvoyage;and
(b) nrryin; more than I2 paarngerl; __
filo!‘ in rehtiat to a tip. tram any personnot belonging to the chip who hat Ilr latrlul conduct of the ahip;
‘phnnrre u-ah‘ meant a vesselthat it
(a) eacluaively tried {or phone: and
(b) not tod for hie a reward or any commercial purpoae:
‘prelerlbef mun: pt-etc-rikdin the Code or it national lefislation ofa tnernbc country:
‘Protocol 0! I91! Idalln; to he hlety Cont-entltl-I‘ Item the‘Protcol d I91! rehtin; to the International
Convention lot the Safety ol Life at Sea. I914. at al'|’eet¢I by any atrterelrnent nude under Article VIII of the
lntertnttonal Convention for the Salety of Lite at Sea I974. II itraporatd in that Protocol by Article II o! thatProtocol
:i.¢‘-‘ohm-hd°.. ""'" “ -TY-1“. " ' ' ' " ' ""‘ --'ittt:ltdent-adionavilltionalr J
‘nlety_urtlIhate‘ means a certificate ‘sued in rt.-apeetof the aafety ofa we-ttr.-Iby an Authority orby the marine:
Idtn-raatratton ola country or by a person attthorinetl on behalf ol the Authority or adtninictratiort;
‘to Salety Convuttlon‘ Into the lnternatiorul Convention{orthe Safetyat Lie .1 sn |97a_u affectedbyany
:_rr-endrrentlink underArtiek VIIIotthat ConventionaraI.at aflectedby-thermgwlog [on 35.5,.‘ to thesun,onventron;
5"‘! CooventbnSup‘ nuns n vesselthat is
(I) do littl to Irhichthe Snletyc0fl\fflli0ll applis; ad
(6) registered in a country the Go\ertlttettt of which ia a party to the Safety Convention;
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‘Sc-an‘ in relatnon to a veaael.rmana a peram one-r than:
1.) a ptlol. or
‘M . Faun temporarily employed on board a venel while the venel it at a port.
35,-.‘ . pet-ton who it engaged or employed in any capacity on hoard the vuael and IIIthe butnneu ol the vntel.
..M'- ,,,.,‘,_ - -' ~* ' ----—-----I, , " * ‘ --iteludeavetaelordinarilyproyrlkdbynan.
‘the STCW Cnveatba‘ nears the International Convention on Standardt 0! Training. Certnftcat-onand
Watehleeping lot Sealarert l97l.at afleeted by any arrtendtrrat made under Artiek XII of that Comermon.
‘Saree-yo!’ rneara a aurveyor appointed by an Authority to carry out survey! and inspection: olthips.
‘tanl IIIIIII a vuaeleonttructed and utd [or II: urrige it bull ol ptrokttrrt and petroleurnpraductt. ltquid
ehemicaln or ltquifted get;
‘the Tonnage HeourreanentComet-Ida-t‘ tnant the Internatioul Convention tltTonnage Maturernent ol Shipt
I969 ll allerted by any amendment made urder Article ll of that Convention.’
‘Tonnage Heawrarnenl Coaventltlt Shh‘ meant a vessel that it:
(a) of a line! to which the Tonnage Meaturemenl Convention appiet; and
(la) regiuered in a country. the Government of which is a prty to tie Tonnage Hraturernent Conventuon.
‘tradillornl build‘ in relation to a vessel mars a vessel built of traditional materials to a lradtional local detign
‘Uttlltnlted Trek‘ meant trade or operation: 01 a vutel which '3 not eonfind to Near Caattal Trade or Par.-if-t
Region Trade:
‘vent-I‘ irrludet
every derription ol venel uzd. or upabk of being tried. it naviption by rater but do:-t not inlude:
(5) a vessel belonging to the delettee foreet ofany country: or
(ii) a vesselemployed nkly in navigation on lagoons. lalet. riversand inland Illfll.
PART 2. APPLICATION OF CODE
Section I. Applleadut to Caauutcehl Van-Ia
Suhjert to Section 2. . the provitiona of the Code ahall. unleat the corneal otlln-he rquiret. apply to:
(a) a tontrnert-ialvsaelregiterd in a tnetnba country. irreapertiveof the trade or operation in-hieh the vestelit
engaged; and
(b) a ea-nrrereil vesel Irilhin thejuridir.-tion ofa member country. incltding:
(3) I vaael atnhfud to engage‘atthe dorrratie trade ola Irtnher eountry. and
G) an oflahote eetnl. I
- 5'''F|I‘|5V¢0' lit The 0' country of registryof the euzl.
Section2. llaeldne
The proviaiotl olthe Code ahall. tanks th contat otherwia: rt:qtt'I'=I.not apply to:
(I)_ abeeurl oi tau than l5 asetre-ait mutt;
(D) a pbenn craft;
(c) a vase! of traditional build;
“) ' ‘"3’ I|"'|M'|€fl”y flllployedin harbour: or smooth wateropt-mica, gm‘ |
(e) a fnhirg u-u¢|_
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PART 3. CLASSIFICATION OF VESSELS AND AREAS
Sss-lionI. Cnlegubs of Vesub
In the Code. titles the contest otherwiseRQUIICLIvetrl than be closed sceordingto ltethngthot [VonIonnlpe II
uqtmod by the prticulu Part or Sectionolthe Cdeconsenrd. Tn: lengthor you tonnageshsll be um:um.“ ..-.
the veuel's Certificateoi Registryor Tonnage Cetifute or II determined bytne Authortly of In tounlv) ohegmr,
In the cat: oh small venel that has not been rnustued lot Ionnlfl. the follow:mglength values may he consideredas
equivalent tonnage porunetet-I for the purposes ol the Code:
(I) J5 metres lengtheonsidetd qttivsknt to ZN gross toning.
(5) 45 n-tetvetlength contidevd equivalent to 5!!) grossjontuge.
(e) 60 metres length t.-ontidetedequivsknt to ION you Ionnsge.
(d) IO nuns length considend equivllenl to NW gloss tonnage.
Sttetion2. True and Openllonnl Anus
In the Code. unless the conlul olhenvitc requites. the sin 0! trading or operation of I H-sselshall he dsssad It
(s) Nut Consul Trade; or
(la) Pu-if: Reg-ionTrade; or
(e) Unlirnitod Trade.
E
PART 4. INTERNATIONAL MARITIME CONVENTIONS
SctionI. Cmglma willSlndnvt ofCaution
'IIL - ' AL ATl! Slududslliddownint.‘-e’ " ,' ' ' ' ' '
vitlt suspectto with t-cgislaedit that cotttltriu st subjxt to their jtnisdiction:
(I) Ilse Safely Convention;
(la) The Lad Linc Convention:
(c) the Collisions Conventiut:
(d) the‘funny Musttrettrnlaunties: and
(e) the STCW Convention... - . .
AnOIIIIIIIof the sequiven-tentsduct Conventionnot It urgories ti tank so whichtheyapply is shownin the
lollovingpnp-npiu. Ftrthrdenils aregivenit III chspierlof theCo&daliq withtheEthnic! subjencovered
by the Ct:-tttntitns. . . . _ - . .
Sctiottl 1-ussmytz-n-nun’ . ' . ..
ll Induces: ThisColv¢nIiondealswithtltenkly ofslfps.'ncltttl'ngthartyingot.ttofsurveyundissue
d nfety cniftulu. with Iaehnial peovisiotucvvu-Engeotltntctiou. qttipsnent and India as wellst the
arrige oleuuit hsurdotts and dangerouscargoes.Thennnes to theCausation eatsists oftlte following
dtspkn containingIedtnital tegulstionson tbs: tnstmt - - ‘ ­
Gilt! I C-ettct-IIPeoviiotu 2.. ­
Gnpler II-I Cutslruclioa - Subdivisionlid Sllbiily. M|t:Itincryand Ebcirhl Insulaliorl
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Chapter II-1 Cuturuetiat - Foe Ptoteetion. Fire Detection and Fire Eatinetion
MIC! III |JIe$avin¢ A|I|I|IIM¢'|
oopm tv naosoutqn phyand Iuooulcvhont
W] V ialety ol Navigation
tiaptei VI Caniy olGrlin
anpm vu Canineat Dunamvl50¢"
ChapterVIII Ntrbr Ship:
Appndia Certfunte-I
2.2 Apllntltn In hind terrnt.ondet Iquhtiatt I and J of Gaptet I. therequirernenuoI thii Contention
",1, go.| [My]"pp-d on ‘Internationalvoyage: other than:
(a) ahlpt ol III and ttoopthipu
(5) 91.0 ahip ol hat than SI!)grunt tonnage:
‘g, gm” not propelled by mechanical mam‘.(d) noden ahip of traditionalhuifl:
te) pleotuteeratt; ad
(0 fishing tuaela.
‘flute are hotmra certain eueption to the general appliation tuned above. notably.
ti) crtain requiretnenttof Chapter IVtlladiotelegrnphy and Iladiotekphonfiappl) to ve-ueltM300you
tonrnpeand upnavdt. ad
(ii) attain requirenrntt d Chapter V (Safety to! Navigation) apply to all vets-ehon all vopget.
Ielerenc ahoull h madeto theappropriate Part of(.1tapterJ ohhe Cué toentureeorroetapplicationdthe
Conventitlt Iilh respectto the technical nquirernenu eonurned. II should he noted that. as defined inPan I
of thinehapter. II: tertn 'Sa!ety Convention Ship’ ‘I tned throughtout the Code to denote a ah'p to which the
Salety Conventiut applica.
SectionJ. The [and HM Conedtlt
J.I Ieqthlnnta: This Convention eovera the Inethod ol eornputation ol freehoardt. the conditiont of
auignnnnt oi Ioadlinet.Indlitc nney prnuetduret.n-iavliruofloadlinea and isue o! international lcndline
certificate.
)2 Aplntion: In jetrral tertnt. tltder AIIJCII‘ and 5.the rnquiretnentaolthit Conventionapplyto all thipt
engaged on international voyage other than:
(I) ehiptd in ad troopthbl:
(In) new thip d In: than 24 metres in length;
It) uitin; ship ol It-uthan I50you tonnage:
(d) pkature cult: and
(e) fnhin; wank.
FitrtIrt_tefernc ahoufl he node to Part I-of Gaptet 3 ol the Code with repel to applicationof thit
Convention.Itthool k notedthataadefitndinhrt I oIthitChapter.thete1'tn ‘Lend LineConventionShip’
I Id throughoutthe Codeto denotea ship to whichthe Lad Li: Conventionapplit.
Sctionl. ‘l‘hColHo- Cuvadlu .
4-I” I-to-In-r-In ‘"-i-l‘- -' * ' * 1' in Mute 1 dt I
theI_;hu.IhapeLtoundandightai;-nelatot: ' " ‘ Fun‘? ‘(I-3 _;_?_‘_''°'"''”'u_ L 3'31"“:
ltlllhtlflholightmthapetandn-.iundai¢naIL ..' _ ._
41 AppltntI_oc Th Iatcrntioant Regulation for Prewuiu Coliaionsat Sn.eont.ained inthinConvention.
apply to all Inxla upon the high an: and It AllIraterl cnntactd therewithnvigahk byuagoing vesicle‘.
TheIntention! Iegtthtiuu In tletaihdin fullin Part lb Chapter3 ant; cad;
Srtiut 3. ‘lie Tanuge Henson-eot Convention
5.I Iaqtdrenent: Thit Com-union pt-ea:-rte: the ay-sternof measurement to he uzd todeten-ninethe
_ _ _ grostand3‘ "NIP! ohielele and IR {am of internationaltonnnp eertifiate to he ‘tettzd.
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,3 4"|§.u.g,- In any brad Icnm. III Comtnnon Ippln Io ship 0! 14menu ltnflh or mun Ihxh 51:
(5) RI Ihnpl. or
an "min. ghipg,when nu onmn chooun Io dung: Io Ihc In-Iliad of vncuurrrmnl prnmbn! to) Iht
Comm 1
1:) uhung mp. lflfl paid 0! I1 ynrl hu elapsedum: theAcumen byIt: mumr) ol Rpur, |g |h¢
Calm-nuon. or V _ _ _(cl) uiuin; ship: nhich haw undergone umacluul modufnnuom ruulmg In | ugnifucanl(hung: lo mm
you tonnage.
Funk! nlunnn shouldin nudeIoIhcConwnlionilrlhnd IoPu1ldChap§n4 ohhrtodc nprdm; me
opplnalion 0! thisConn-nlnon. II should he nouIIIh.|l.ud¢l'Intd anFun I olIhu('MpIcv.Iht Icun'lo:-nnngc
Muwmnun Conwminn sum‘ is and throughout uh: Cad: lo «know 3 new no uhich Ihc ‘Ion-up
Munuunuu Convumon applies,
Scum: 6 Th STCWCunonllon
5.! Icqulmncnlc Tim Comcmion pvncvibn the rpinimumvcquinlncnu fol ffliflcllifll ol mnlcn. den
oflruund n-min:en;-nun. udio offum-5and ndnolclcphnnropculou. I|I'_culn_quir¢mcnnlo: pmonnrl
in unlcu and mmimum nquirumnu (or the issue 0! Cnlihulu o! Pvofmcncym Survival Craft.
6.? Appiallon: Ingem-ulIcnns.undu Avlick|Il.Ih'5 Convcnlionapplieslo Iulurn on I" |h|p|olh¢1||un
(n) vunhipu and mu! nunilnarin.
(M fnhnng\aub;
(c) pluwn crafl; and
Id) uuodrn ships oi Irulnional bunld.
Funlrv nlcn-are should ht mad: Io Charm 2 ol uh: Code uilh vest:-cuIolhc npphcuion olIhisConu-nnon.
Nair Rr/nrnra I0 parlinlar Ania-ks. Che/urn or Rqulaliom in II»: Connrnlioru him-dobmr ref" to II»:
G-nurmioruas an-ndrd up to the date of dm/mg of III! Calt. (Junr I954)
Thur Irfnrnru may nerd In hr arm-ndrdIo(amply I'[I’IJuhsrqurnl nmmdnu-nu I0 Connrnliurunfln lhal
dam (his not: appbu panic-ularly Ia lb! S0/d'I_I'Cunwnnon which 1': normally suhjrrl Io annual
anrmlmonu). ­
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APPENDIX
REQUIREMENTS FOR DECK OFFICERS. 2
s'“,,,. )_ lqulunnm lot MinimumAgeandIn Santa
GIADIZ I (MASTER)
Minhauln43!: Not pruuihtd. Puuphhc Ctrllfkou: Grade I (Molt)
gndud In Invite
mp." (g) It lnonlln an-in u nkhluping off-at holdingCcnifnlc ol Com)-clcncynot loss: thanGrade4(Hut).
., (5) I2 monthsuni: onChi! Mu: phu I2 month:urn‘: u I-nuhluping olf-at holdingCcmfzuc of
Comprltnry no! loll’! mm Glad: 4 (MIN)­
Incilhu nI¢.(I) on(Io).not kn IIIIIII2month:ohk Sen-is mun: performedouuidc III:Nu: Couuflndc nu.
I",-.;m'on ol ulchlnping un-in nu) be ollo-rd by the Aulhovily[or oucndancc ol approved Inining count: as
pmmhtd in Scuion I (put: 4.6) of this Pan.
GRADE 2 (MASTER)
MinimumAgo: Nol prescribed. Pnnquhllc Ctrllfuolrz 0nd: 2 (Matt)
llaqulndSn Suvln
II-IMI (I) 3:‘mo)nIhsservice on hurhlccping olficn holding Ccnifalt of Compeltncy nol loner IhnnGrade I( nu .
or (b) I2 rnomfn urv-in u Chic! Malt plm I2 monlhs Itrvicl as unuhlazping olficxvholding Crrlif-ale ol
Comprlcm.-)nol Io-u llnn Gndt 4 (Hole).
Ineithernu. (A)or (Ia).not kn thumbmonth:oflhc unite IMIIht ptrforrncdouuidc the Nut Conulhodcuu.
Iuninion of unhlccping urvin may6: ollond by II): Aulhorily [or ullcndnnccul Ipplovud Iuining course:an
yrunib-rd in Sanion 4 (pun 1.6) 9! IN) Part
GRADE 3 (MASTER)
MinluuuuAg: Nol prucvikd. Pnnqulullo Crrllfnulcz Grade 3 (Mil!)
loqulnd Su SI-vkc
bum (n) “J‘6.:l5;nII'u rvio: on nlchluping offu.-¢vholdingGnifuu of Col-npcuncynol Ion: than CmdcI. .
or (5) I2 months urvioc as Chief Muleplus I2 month; urvic on Ivuchlezpirq omu-I holdingCtnifiau ol
Cornpmury not Ionnv than Grade 4 (Hole).
Intillwvalt. (I) or (5). not kn IIIIIIOmonthsoflhc nrviu IIIIIIII:prior-mad ouuag :3 Na: Cmul Trad: nu.
llmilfion of Inlchluping Invite any it allowedby III Aulhorilyfor ollcndlnu al approvedlnining count: as
prucnbcd IllSection 4 (pan (.6) d thin Purl.
CIULDI:4 (MASTER)
Mhl-no Age: Netpruaid. Pu-nqlillc O-rllfhlk: Gndcl (Holt)
in-Ina5. smu­
5"-cv m ‘!:‘:n:;Ihuni: u nnnaufiq any holdingamirnu orconpunq notbut: thanGrid:4
" (5) I2-oath unit asChic!Mu:plusI2moot: onInthlupiq dliur holdingCCIITQBof
Conpnucy notlam an Gad: 4 (Hole). .
I ' . . .
' "lit! at. (I) 0!(5).lit Irvin my to prfonnadn oroccludethe Nor Canal Tad: om.
‘tfifia. .'$u_“ . . n _ . I I
run.“ i s‘“.::'|:I:':c:‘r:)Ik':fl-Git‘ byIt: Amlsoalytornun-dune:olapprovedu-mu-nu-ounau
I. .
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CIADI I (HATE)
“hug... 4.; Not prncrihed Pnroquhltc Cutlnuu: GradeJ (HIM)
lgqulrodSu Scnla
ll month rrvbc onnouhluping olflur holdingCtrlifnatc olCornprt¢nc)-notIotnrthanGnd:4 (Mute) NorIru
than 6 monthsof Ihc urviu Ihall ht ptrforrntd outtidt the Non Canal Trodt oru.
lcrniuion of hotthlupin; unit: mayht allowedby tho Authority{orotttndnncool opprovrd trninin; tounn u
pro-urihtd in Section 4 (PHI ‘-6) 0' "III 70“­
CRADIZ1014'?!)
MinimumAge: Not prcncrihtd. Pnnquhlu Ccnlllultz Grodc J (Mott)
Ioqohd Su Scnlu
ll month: Invite u Iotchlccping offocrrholdingCcrlifialc oi Corn;-rtttntynotlowtr than Gndc I (Mus) Norkn
than J month: o! the Irvin Hull 6: ptrforrrrd outtidc thc Nor Consul Trad: urn.
Remissionof uutrhlecping unit: may ht ollouvd by the Authority {orutrndancc ot approved Iuinin; tO|H'l£|or
prescribed in Scction 4 (pin 4.6) o! this Part.
CIIADI’. J (MATE)
MinimumAge: ll yurl. Pnnqulnltc Corllflnltz Nrl.
la-qulnd Sm Sunrise
J6monthsnpprovrdIn urvict indcrl dcputr-nri1r.inc|udin;II Inn 6lhonlhlbridgeIllchlctpinydulinu Ioolou
2nd htlrnlmtn undcr nrpcrvision olqualificd offuxr. Not kn than J rnonlht oflhc ten in shallht yrrforrncdouttid
IhcNar Canal Trad:Ira.
Rcmiuion of dccl dcplrtmcnl I£f'\'ifl I'll)’ ht olloutd hythc r‘wu‘-mi-,fun , , ' ' ‘
prescribed in Sottion 4 (pan (.6) ol this Part.
GRADE I (HATE)
MlnknnmAgo: II yarn. Prncqtddtc Cudflulc Nil.
Icqulnd Sn Scfvlu
J6 month: approved on urvior indc-cldcporlmcnt. includingII b I16month: bridgetntchlccping durin I) Iookon
Ind hclmtrnnn under Iupcrvision dqualifird officnr. Th: an-ic: any h: yzrforrncd either in or ouuidc thc NuCouul Trad: or-u. ­
llcrniuion olden-I drpanrncnl Izrvir.-¢rnny hr.-allowedoylht A...‘.u.i., ' H ' ' ,
pmcrihcd in suction4 (pin 4.6) of this Pun
GRADE 5 (MASTER)
Mhlmu A3: 20yarn Inn-qdslu Col-Illnlc: Grldc 5 (Mutt)
Ioqdnd Scrvln
I2 month: nrvi: on Irotchletpin; offiotr holding Ccrtifint: of Con-pcknr.-ynot lower than Grade 5 (Matt)
can mayit prtormud cilhtr in or outsideth: Mar Cum! Trudeurn.
cum: 5(MAT!)
“'-|--- Ate It ran rung-tutuCanllnlc run.
Ioqdnd sq Sonia ' '
Ether (I) I month oporovodno an’: H deckdcpruncnt;
' “) ’‘ '°3''“ ‘Phrwod trainingcourseincludingI1 monthson new-in.
AI conrvh Inyh: pu-formedcitlicrhor ousidc th: NearCn.sul‘l’ud¢urn.
cuurul Istqulnsnrnts tor [nrrtlnetlon Candidatesspettdl ‘­
‘ flkotlom tot enntlnatlou lot s Cnttfxnte olCtIrtp-eterte)shalleorttait efdenee oleornplunee nth the
d I uzunflmm. o’ "I ca‘, 5,."was of eye. In Ienriu. approved trsinist; courses, certtfraateof competency
GJI
dbl
nu gnd all other prerequitttea. Appliutiont should norrnall) he submitted at but one month beforeI
gheduled eurnination but eurnmers shoufl permit lesserperiods of notice.when this it pottible. ineaaet ol
Tuthtonlshol ‘ IV.‘ '3' U" ' " . ‘ ' . “."""""“ “I. ‘ ‘ ‘ '‘'’'‘''“l'-''''‘
h, the eurniner lot the in s-elve months ol sea service pretxdin; the date at application.
Mrdleel Ind Phyeksl Iequlretnutts
t.) The eaarniner shall requireutitlaetory etidenee at to the tandidatet't-nediul fitrte-ts.panimlarl, nth
uprd toeyesightsndhnrinpheloreprucudug ' ’ ‘ , "‘ shellpatsaIifltllell
os preterihed in Seheduk 4 0! this Part.
A pst in I eight test shall k valid for twelve months from the date of taking the tett
(6) ll. despite sueh nidena. In eaarniner finds in the eourae oloneaatnirntion Ihnt s undidate it alflteted
‘uh deafness. Itlh sn irnpdirnent in apoeehor tnith torre other physical or mental inftr-I-nit).and upon
turther irwettiption it sstitfted that the degree o'infir1'nil)itItKhIl to render the cendidate inapablr ol
dttehatging adequatelythe otdinarysu-going dutiet olthe hofler ole Cenifiute olCornpetrney. heshall
not Allen the andidate to complete the enrnination Ever) suchate shsll he reported to the Authortt,
tetportsihle lot the itsue as the Certifinte ol Comp-eteneyend. ifthe candidate is the holder o.'aneaittm;
urtifiate. that Certil'u:ateshall he tont-arded with the uarntnerh report.
(e) I! the e.sndidate Iubtequenlly product 0 medical eertifitate to the efleet that hit hearing. tpeeeh or
phyttcalor rnentaleondition hll irnprovedoriu raort-nsl.theA ‘ ‘tythalleontidertlr candidateto: re­
eaunination.
langtnge. Eur-ninntiont shall he conducted In English (or French). enupt for Grade 5 Certifntu ol
Cornpetenq-.rnate ard matter. whicht-ha)heconducted in an) of the sceptod Ilngttsges olthe country in
whichthe eaarninstion ‘I heirs;held. For all otter grades ofurtifaate. the andidstet shall proveto the
satisfaction of the eaarninet that they an speak. read and write En;lith(or Frerrhot the one maybe).
sufficiently well to pertor-tn the duties required of thetn.
lsnttfllelertt Service
ll.slters candidate has passed the enrnimtion. It is discoverd that hiss-enserviaeis iruumeient toentitle him
to receivea certifuate of the grade {or which he has posted. the certificate shsll nu be itucd. I! howeverthe
uarniner ‘asatisfiedthat the error in theuleulstion of the tandidatei servicedid not new through any [still
or wilfulsnitrepretesttationon hi pvt. the Certiftute ahell he ituod when III urdidale has madeup the
deficiencyin servh. '
Where0 andidste hdefieient Inas servicehya periodof he then three tnonths.he rnayheperrnittod to tit for
the eurnination in enes ‘here. in the opinion ol the ea.art-liner.this is justified in Viewol the inlrequeney of
euminatiotu [or that porticuht gradeolcrtifrnte. The urtifiate thellstot he ituod until thedeficient.-yin
. as servicehas hurt tutifud.
Icnhloosdfiuvke
Ieiihflon ol \_\'otehlupln Ssnlee my he allowedII shout Belowforutadiuta I-hostrnd approved
trlttatngcourtcstnsncttahlithutentprut-rihcdioSchcdu|e$ofthis5'"... ‘ ‘ ‘ '8'
he periodsat down In the Schduk.
CIIIIIIIII» Inhale: |I¢Ifl:­
Gr-as Imam) Upto t2_..ut. a totalI-ntchleepiuIrvin ra'qu'ued
Onde3(Hunt) Upto I2uaotsthd totalIiltchlecpiu required
564: 3(HI!!!) UptoI2monthsottotal nrvhzrequired
Gillie 4 (Hum) Up to I: nnruhs at Iotll -atchlteepiq serviceruquitd
GM: I (Hate) Up to o ltoltht or total Iratehleepio; servhe requirul
00* 3(Hate) Up to 6 monthsat tout -atehleepiq servicerequired
cu“ 5 “Ana” no ,¢m..;.onol lotchlcepin; Sentcc allowed
I, .1; B". ‘hug . nunirnumpenudoluntchhcepingten"... outtide the Nur Co-uul Tndr area it flqu-ltd
".4" sggugn J of thin Part. thnt period at tervia thnll he plrlorrrrd in lull Inlhoul remiuion
"° ’ .".:...‘:'."Z1?..’.I.‘7.i'..fZ'I.7.1T.1'.T.§.'7.1$2.'l‘iZ.§' i:'£‘IZ§..'.3 's".1’i".'I.‘.?‘i3'.’l'..'.'3'...°».."?.‘i'.3.°2.‘J‘i.'.‘.'.‘,.'it'..'..'I.'5322‘?
the periodt let down in Ill Seheduh.
Candidate lor.- Iewtlulon ol|o-ed:­
Gnde l (Matter) Up to I2 morttht of total vutchleeping tervia required
Grade 2 (Muter) Up to I! rnontht of total tntehhuping tervbe required
Grade I (Mutter) Up to I2 months of total w-ntehlupirt; Iervia required
Grode4 (Mil!!!) Up to I2 montht of total Ittchleeping Ierviu required
Gredc I (Mote) Up to 6 montht 0! total wotchheepin; service required
Grade 2 (Male) Up to 6 months ol toul tutchlr.-epin; tervit: required
Grade 3 (Master) No remittion oi Wuchheepin; Service allowed.
In I" utet where a minimumperiodohntchleeping tervice outside the Near Ccntul TradeIRI it requirt:
under Section J of thin Part. lhll period of terviae shall he pertormed in lull uithout remittion.
4 6 2 llernlnlone o! deeh deporunent eervlesrruy he allowed II thou-n helott lorundidatet uhoeuend approve
trninin; courtet in on uubliihment pretcrihedin Schedule3 0! this Put or uihunpproved etuhlnhrnent. to
the periodt in down in the Schedule.
Condldue I¢:- Ielthlion ol|owed:­
Grude 3 (Hate) Up to II rnontht out ofJ6 montht required zrvia in deck department.
Grade 4 (Male) Up to II months out of 36 montht required uervicz in dech department.
Grade5(Mote) Norerniuionnllot-ed"note n"'-----''-- ‘-4- ‘ , ' butnotetroulternnit
rnethod permitted consisting ol 24 months Ininin; tnune which includes l2 months :4
Invite.
The minimum period of) month: tervieeouttide the Near Cout.|lTrude are: required underSection] oftl
Part in the can ol I Gnde J (Mute) Grrtifintc shall he performed in full without remistion.
Note Theabove period: o/rerniubn align u-itlrSTCH’rt-qulu-rnrrruexcept that rlr pvriadollo--tvd/orremiuion
rldrpwrrmenrrrvirelnrhemrro/GrodeJ,"' ,' ‘C _‘. ‘_"‘ ," ‘* ‘ ‘j Mrnonlhr
M nrorulu.
4.7 mt Na-C02-rehlV1h shallheattend onin merit havingreprd totheprincipalsupretredc.
(J Cutdtrt J III:-bile-. Therequ're-mutt:oheohnrwd inIt cotfluctofeumitutiotu arepreu.-rihed
Seheduk J. Eumitution and eighttut entree are isted it Seheduk 6 of this Part.
Section5. ca-int oath: d lq-tn-an ta tzu-t-so-i no s-ntc-am, Co-nu
"0" '0' ‘Neil!in-h-Ibn ul-D-not-I-pphnn-my man. areselmrutuI and}.
s.t In-true-ts ta CrudeI mug) and(Hutu)
cue’: mu.)
PR-r-t-I-ta Caetltlnlc - Cr-ode3 (ma)
Eudnlou
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—-I
11",]; §'I’C\\' STANDARDT
; luiinui and hi Gudr I (Hue)
Sflllhllltl cmmdcnd ndcquut Ia tomplunu ‘uh S1C\\' ­
llquluion ll/2 (Crud Mu: clump of I00061 or moreIIIlny
Indcl.
3 ydniplian .­
, ship Comuunion and Subiluy
4 Engineeringand Comic! System
5 Nniplional AidsInd lnurumcnu
o Ovaland Plastic!
1,0 Meteorology. Cm-uni nnd Ilouuing
; 0 Elcnvoltchnology
9.‘ SIIHIII
° Cand-dun I he nu nlvudy holder: ol I Grade2 (Malt) Ccnifulc or cquinhnl I-ill.nonnallybenew-npm:Ifrom
all ol Ihn: cnminuiom.
SupplunumryCourul/Ccnlllalu
Fun Aid
llulriclcd Iladiolckphony
Survival (Full)
Finfighling
lulu Oblcrvu(Full)
Ehcuonic Navigation Aids (Opcruion).°3"‘.‘!'.‘-0"
Cndn I (Mule!)
In-Itqlnllc cullflull - Cult I (Male)
Iiudnnflanc On! and panic! (Mum-I Standard)- Complieswithnquimncnn of STCW Ilcguhlion“/3
nppliubh Io Mum ohcucl ol mo gnmlonnagcornon innnyu-uIe.(Unlimi|:d.Pull’: Region
at Ncu Canal) ­
(NoIuIuuHa.mr_:' ' ' ' '- ' L‘ -' A I I‘ 41,- --‘um
HM).
Sunlu-utu-:Co.-in/Cuillntu
AI in Cmdc I (Hue) plun­
7- lulu Sinwhtat
I. Shipcapuin Malia!
In-In-an ht cum2mm) at (Hula)
CM:1mm)
"H-n-I-inCnlllulc- can 3am.)
lnnhuqn ­
"IL! STCWFTANDAID
5 1 (M ) Iyllabmn comidncd odcquuc {or
Sozpfiuna , ,,.h"51cw. fiqubnon 2(Ch-clHue) lo: ship
3“ um. |wo G1 in Unluniud ‘had: or nay tonnage III
1, Navopuon ud Chuluovl
3 Meteorology.amend: and loulcing 78357‘"I9" “'5”
J, ship aomuun‘-on and Illbnlily
4. I kruutthnology
5, Campus: and Nosiplioml Aid­
0, Shipmului Bumru
1. Oral and Puclinl
l, Signnll
supplancnluy Counn/Cc-rilflcoln
I. Fm: Aid
2. llcmirlcd Rndiolcltphony
J. Suninl (Full)
4. Fin!-ghliu
5. Rndu Obunt (Full)
6. Elenvonic Nanplion Aid: (Op¢rIli0fl)
Cult 3(Main)
Pu-nqulsllc Ccllflulc Cudc 1(Molc)
Enmlnullonz Oral and Pnclial (Mulch Sundud) - cot-nplinwithnquinmcnu oi STCW Rcguluion ll/2
lpplinblr Io moneyol Vllltl 0! kn Ilun I600you Iomupc in Unlirniledllldt or an) IonnngcinPacific ngion trade.
(Noluh1IMourn' ' ' ' ' ' ' ‘ , ' “ "_ C.-dc)", B.uinruIQ").
Supk--ury Co-uIlCoI'IIIaIu
A: lot Grid: 2 (Mile) plus
1. lob! Silnuhlov
I. Ship Copuini Medical
1) Icqnh-ill I. Cut: 3(Mm and(Mode!)
cum: I cum)
In-nfih CuilhllcNll
IZIIIH-II1
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TITLE
|_ Nauuuon
3, Chanson and Pilougc
)_ lab Caaalnoaioa and Slabiliy
‘ nap Opu-alien
5_ Mmovology
5, Pvintbh cl Navigalioa
1. Oraland India!
ITCW ITANDAID
Grad: I (Hate) nylhlnun comilcnd adaquau la compliant:
mlh STCW- lqulaloon ll/2 (Chit! Mal: kn than Id» GT)
withinPacificupon and Near Cnaual Tradu and lqulalion
H14(waullazpang omen our ID GT) (or all Iradu.
(Auund IhalST(T nqudvrvnau n Elulvonicnaviptional
aid: willbe sound by ENA(operations)nuns)
SupplnncnlaryCon-an/Cnflflulu
I. First Aid
2. Rewind lladiotekphony
J. Survival!mm
4. Facfughling
S. lulu Oburvu (Full)
0. Ekclvoni: Navigalion Aida (Opevalion)
Oval: 3 (Mann)
PR-nquhla Cnlmau CHI‘!3 (Han)
Iliad-I3: Oraland Pnaial (Hanan Slandanl)- cornpliawithrcquirnncnuof STCWRegulationllll.
atppfablc Io mule: 0! wall of kn than lflfl Grou TonnageinPacificllqion and NeatCoastalla .
CuaplannlaryCon-us/Canlkaua
AI It Grade J (Male)
51 log-In-nu bvGale4mm nu ma.)
cup: 4(Halo)
PI-nqubh cu-an-a - NI
laanl-In
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YIYLE
I, Gvnrul smp Inc-HI}:
2. Chuluovl and Polougc
J. Pr-nixnl Noun!-on
4. Mrunvolon
5. Oral And Purl‘-ul
6 Sngnals
SIC“ STANDARD
Gum» 4 (Mun) sflllbush com-dutd udcquau
Complunu -uh STCWllsfubnom ||,2(Chu1Mur I
than two GT)u\d I I]! (Inc hlrrp-r.[ ollnv our JUJC
(Nair: Glad: 4 (Nut) Iinlilrd Ia fanftr Rrgmn and A
Can-ml Train)
Suppl:-mcnlugCourses/Cnnlfiuiu
I. Fm! And
1. Rtslvklcd Rldumclrphon)
J. Sunnal (FUI)
4. Firtfiphnng
5. Radar Obsnwv (Limiml)
Cute I (Must:I)
In-nquhllc Clllifiulc cud: 4 (Mule)
Isumlnufionz Owl and Pnrlial (MnslcvsSlundud) - complies uish nquirurrnu of STCW. Rqulalion
upplublc Io nu-In ol smallwssel. (Len Ihln IMOgross lounge) in New Consul Tut.
SupplanmnryCosnn/Cullflnln
As It: Cum: 4 (Malt)
SJ Iequhnunu lot Cult 5 (Huh) uni (Music)
GRADE 5 (MATE)
In-nplslu Ccrliflulc- NI
[sunlnasiom
'I’l‘|’l.E STCW STANDARD
I. Chm-vorl cad Pncfnl Nnvinlbn
1. GcncnlSlip Inn-kdp
J. On! and Put-Ihl
C. Hfltflfllqy (oygl)
Grade 5 (Matt) Iyluburs comm-red Io comply ui
nqnlhnrnu of SYCW Regulation ll/.1 (M-Ic/Wan:
lupin; other 0! ship Icu nun 200GT in Na: Cum
Trude).
162
‘Junnuu, (mu-us/( ulifunu
llu-dud-n: Oral and Pun'nl(Mu-u-n Standard) - unn|'I|I.\ -mu vcquirrlnrnln0! S105’ It.-,-..|.u.....
In.‘ In: cum-1 nluvull nut! 0! In Ilun auo[Ina Ictuugr in Nut (‘usual 1 rad;
0'
. hm Ad
3 u.-.Iv'rud Iodonulrphuny
_‘_ mom! (linked)
4 fucfnghlig
g Iudu Uhurnfl (linilull
(Ind: I (Mann)
In-uquhlu Cniflulo Cult 5(Hole)
figwi-—vnI|ryCn¢InICcflM'IabI
As Ill (aradc 5 ‘MIICI
So.-lion6. Hulk; andLucas! 0!In-iulluu
I.l Pt-shod lulu-lb;
count 2 11.. :":L’;'§ 1 M55 yea.
I. Ilu-urn and Ian 3 Im Ill) 60‘;
1 N-vipuinn 1'5 hrs aw jog.­
J. Ship (‘nu-Imrlinn and Sufi-iliy 3 Don 2(1)
4. En‘-inn-tin; and Conlvol S)-nlclm 2% Ian 21.!) 30']
S. Noviplional Aid: and In-Ivuurnu 1 Mn 1m go“:
I
(L Oral and Plnnial - - . Mon:and Hum bag].
7 ‘Mel:-orolop-.Cvnmls and Routing 2 In [so gr‘-_ ‘I-ld_dcvoffindc 2 (Hole)Ccnuf-:21: cu-rnpl
'- '“'¢*"-In’--olou 2 In no soar‘ 'l'ld_du offlndc 2(Mom
. W‘ cmfnlc Cltlllfll' ' ""' ~ - - -noun o!GrId:2mm)
Ccnifauu cu-mp!
“Ill A"1-‘.1L plano’ cm;‘
GIADII I
'- *'--imi.-no (nu-an J In no an.­
}_ . .
.‘““'''‘‘I). 1undo ad luckily I In I” 31';
J. shin(-...uu:.-Ii-nandSakai, 3 in an ac:
‘- |-ihao-usual-«n 2 in no ans.
3. ' . . _ .
‘ -u--n ad nm..u....nAd: ) In no cu.
‘ ”“""'“'“‘ Min 2on. no son.
7. Ch].d M.
'3' ' ' - Mal:and Mann |a.,-L
-' ‘VIII:‘-2 - - .
MID Apg.-2|:
Win’
153
101 Al.
r.nu>|.I 7"" suns 5 '*“ *0"
Iv h.“"“nn ‘ In IE1 “Vi
) ("halls-u| and |'|'"'-'5‘ 7 5" “U 7"‘
_\ Slur ('umu...|.--u and Sufi-III) .‘ hr: 311! UV]
4_ ,\|..p ()|'h‘I.||uIn 2 Inn Ii! 3%
5 M.-nnuulug) 7 Mn '33 5171
0 l'nn.-pl.-. .-I K..ug..I-m 2 Mn I30 Mr,
1_ ()l.pI and I'I.n|u".II - . . Mill. und Mann kul.
I Sognulu ' ' '
Aggrcgnlr
Hlll Mr,’
LNAIH I
I. (&uun.a| Mnp Kmnn Edy; .1 his 21!! ND’.
2 ('01.-n-ml and |'I|ul;I|:\' 2 his I50 703.’
.\. |'I.u'In.-I K.nq:aluun |‘f_ hlk Nil 70').
I Iitlnnnllng) 2 his I5" 3'51.
5 ()1.-I e-ml |'I.uIiua| . - - Malt um] Manic: incl‘
04 Klyngnls . - ­
A;-pvqzulr
Ml! fly‘.
(SICADII S
I. ("5-Ifllll" III’ l'laI\'li'n| Na\|g'.|I'IIn .‘ hn ll) TWA
2. (inn-IalShip Imn hip‘ 1 ha III 30';
.‘. Om! and l'm\1iru| ' - - M3". “ml "3"" .-''‘'|‘
Ant;-picJ” H”,
164
01 Iolulab
' ad-dun loam; onIn! momIran on. sutvwfl"'-I N ""'“""“ "" ' """" "‘ "“' ‘“"“" A") “‘
‘ . nnnqumnM 3 nlnud .95’.-n mud uh plan unhm I‘ nu-mh «-1IM dale I-IClfmflhlkcfluhl ul flu
‘.'.'m~“M A,._,u”..,,.,,“,,,..,.,,.;..,......y.. nu-m,a .uh,..u o-Inh uh-n on In-hmu-nu -nu.-n f-nnmnI
,; nu ltullluulmn
. I huh!has
, . ' | . I (‘I d- l('rml .au-uh 1h;-1inMI:-HM bliIIuIr|allIIn.aImn_n1..|gnd
«
niIIlI|'l|I’l'lI|M all I I’tunIIM|l'II­
5.4 Anon!)
‘mgOn‘;nv M pu-n-inn required at annual: Inc all nuninalium is onIu||-nn:­
up \\'Mn ll'u|m.' ukulalium In dnnin 3 sh-p’: |---alum. undadaln an: up¢.1¢1l In mil In 0 2 andanm-mm"
ul nu’ and In the naval nu.-andol mm.
‘M A“, "‘..M‘ ‘,".k“|“3““ 3.,‘ goMugin3 Italian Iim:nhnuldhclapuh : nlgising unlmucv In mlhun
one Lnulnrol male.
“I [M]. nlguluign olcmnpancuun. having. .111gum...-_uh.-gnurv Jmulnlhm-1|;-d Iuu uh-nD.5an!a
rjlfl
nu ma ulculnliom .m...u an In! ms nurm-~-dc-n -I-~--‘v-i'h-n '5 rm «-1- rm-w rm-'­
5..o., 01d Eloaduliul
[;gpmuu'g:u /or all Gudn a] (null: aln nquirr In maluanainamn cl hulk Hair and Myurr L-urln
d.,m;;..m mg; by gslnljmm uoln nllahuvn [ur In-vv podr n-uifuvu-1. bl la/clunnuIn Mr n_u-Ilahuu
Im-utubal/ul III! Irwl II I-hirh III! llndulnlr LIbrill: nominal. TM’Llldllillrl alm my‘:ad cull
quruiuu nlunl la 0 I-ulnru in 0 -vim-n[up-I.
Theuuluomlnulun Inbunulu-Jinan with 0unduhu-"' , ;n"-, ' ' , .’ '.' '1
Jun-. Ia -ill ulr tau"0!mum Mr rclhlnlur 3child; In rad imnunonm Allin/arIun'I_Iam! onm,-r --uh
rnrrgrn _ru'm-cm-n; Condulunfuv (ind: I-I CMIJZIn’! «J! 'umprIrnr_I'--WIN-Irvuin-Jluluu-ralull
[nun I¢Jnu[ Mrlllll ovulinnrnliunujllr Rr[uIah'1lI\[uv l'rn1-um. ( 'nIlm’um:I.\n Mr" ahilm In
tr;-nl IlwRauhliulu -uulfiu um!-illnnl Auflicr:-rm-urr uannlulalquuhlg. nu!-illllnrbcl .15:
-up -1 -1 AA L '-- "-"' - -11- I L " " _1—1-"u ' A '1 u ‘ ;r '.."'.'
and pr: Iiralup}:-Ilm qf IlarRegulate‘--u '
L'uIm'nrn --Iluulanl fin III:nuunu ajllr Ila-gal-Inn: hp-mpnhrl. Inn by Marnuhfi-:1-I'll: -Iuih Ilu-_r
J1! and theyuill Jiuuarngr Ihr arr by rumhlun u] w-no anaid luau-nnnkinu Ihr krxululium.
l.'unu'nrn --II nu! plow a rind-Ian In Iluv[~m'II'nn«(homing a ullnu AhipMu--illru Illrmndiduu-‘A
aMIm'In rnvqnir 0 union; ship’:Iclm and III: undubu-‘L lnu-fake cl 1 llilurg drip‘:puuihlr
menu:-vwnIaungfilu in IR Jirrrlicn n[IU' uinl.
Satin: 7.
II-vulifilinnnd (‘crlifnaln d (‘output-tn.-y
IN:-Icn and IL.-clUnit-n)
H (Scan! u'uu'l'rIII:lI-In n-vulid-aimcl u-nirnus in can-Man: til it: oupirun:-annl uh:Sl(\\‘(‘I-nu.-min:an mnuinrd '- in-Ii-vn1 at run I or this (\I|In.
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APPENDIX 3
IEOUIIEIIENTI FOI CERTIFICATES
ENGINEEI GRADE I
J.l.l
JJJ
J.l.S
Prerequinitarrifnre
- EngineerGa
: or equivlknl oerxpubk Io III Aubrily
: led not he currently eelrd
Mefial firs: _ _
Endnee ol medial (rues. hthdiu] eyeeignrnil baring, to the nmheuon ol nu:Aulhorily.
Qualifying eenric
- No! he Inn J6 nonllu II on u engirrer on thin o! nor lessllnndw KWpropulsionpo-er
: nor kn man It rnonrln of that pried rlull lune been Ierved on Ihips of nor less than 750 L\\
propulsion power ehole holding I eerlifrale an Engineer Curie J; and
:nor his Ihnn I2 rnonlhr olthu period shall have been serve! elrik ineharge of n nreh on ship. ol
nor he than 150[W propulsionpver.
Eurnirulion
- Pa» in the eurninnlion Ipuifcd in 4.2.! ol Srlion 4.
ENGINEER GRADE 2
3.2 I
3.2.)
J.2.4
Minimumop
- Nor presented
Pr-erequieile enifule
- EngineerGrit J
: or equivalentueeplabk lo the Aulhorily
2ned nor be ernenrly \l|rd
Medial fil.BII
~Evidence0! radial filnen. induliiru eyesightno hearing.to Ihe uliuhelion ol the Aulhoriry
QualifyingIervil
- Nor leg than 11 month: II In or enjneer on ships ol nor bu than IOOKWpropullion poser
:noI I-u.Ihnn I2 Inorulu cl llnl priod null lave beenInes‘! on Ihips of nol leu Ilun 750 xw
proprrhronpone Irlrik holdinga anifnre an EngineerGrok:
Ema;-ran.
- Fin ‘ntheeunholin speifredin 4.12. 0! Seclim4
ENGINEER GIADE J
J.\.l Mininrno
- NorIen Ihn II yen
Frenurrinie eeeITI:Ie
- Nor pr:-u-ritual
He-rialfur.
- |-'\ir.ln-n- ul mnhral fIlnr.\\_in-In-Iin; e_\na';lu an! in-anng. In lhr -ari\L1.-ri.m ,.( my Amh°m,._
O|uIrl_\in; ‘nig­
. Nut L\\ uh: I! no-ruin ar era as engi-\-r ulric to-Ilnlrnga rrrrnifiale as [np'r|:er Grade 4: or
‘Nut:
JJJ
. Not in than I} monthsat an ll tn;-nru on ahrp 01not in thanlw l.\\' propulnonpa-n on
gang-ulcunnol art anprunnn; appnnncnhrp acct ptahk to the Authont). or
. Log 3». mu |)]' ,1-an program of Ira-nan; approved by the Authonty
: indudrn; not kn than I2 monlha ll an at mine (l'|"Ill.'¢lon ahrpsof not kn than 4(1)kw
propulnon you-H.
1pin it uh aalnluuprrpedal nqdrrl r-in RqulallorrIII/4. 3TCN'7l­
Eaaliution _ _
- Fan in thc uarnirutinrra apufid la 42.‘! of Saturn 4.
ENGINEER GRADE 4
.I.4.I
3.41
14.!
Hinirnurn a
- Notkn than II yun
Prcrquiaitcurlifrau
- Not prntri
Medial frtrraa
- Evidence of rncd-al frtncu. including eyesight and I-caring. to lh: aatialaction of the Authority
Qualrlyingunis
- Not in than I2 monthsat an II ugirrn-r whit hddin; a ctrtifntc ll Eng’:-rcrrGrad: 5; or
- Notkn than I2monthsat an II angina-roncornpktionoi) yur-I rnorhhop uni: accrptabk I:
II: Authority; or
- Not ks thn [3] year: program ol training approved by the Authority.
: including not Int than 0 month: at an as traincc cnginerr
Eaarniaatiort
- Fan in thc uamirution specifiedin 4.2.4 o! Sction I
ENGINEER GRADE 5
)J.I
15.1
)5.)
3.3.4
JJJ
MinimumIf
- Not bu than ll yuan
Ccnifoatc
- Not prucrihcd
Htdbl {turn
- Evitlcuxdmdial fitrrua includingcyuight and hub; to th: ntialanion ol Ih: Authority.
Quliyfi unric
- Nd HI “II 3 run mar-In of It-i-int -nmed bythe Adtnitinration
:hItrtI‘ngnot& thin I yur at ca it cut asaritd Iillt aging opration
zfidingut & thanI par inaacrgiumiz;uoru|.gp_
Eaa-iutioa
- has ‘n the caauthathn apr.-tiredin (3.1 d scrim. 4_
STEAM ENDORSEH EH1’
J.|.I Gilda d ndelrrmnt
- Ccrtlkara dilly [I549 0"!" "Ill! CHI‘! 5 I'll)’ be crdorud for sen-in on uar-nships
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J 0.1 Puquault cvfllllill’
- Moldiqol I cnihur cl It-cgrid: Io II:manual
)1.) Oulil)-in;xvii!
- Nonkn luv: 0 Inomhsunit: cg uulmhi _
:0! II: sup;-notkind kquuud (or nun: 0! IMI pad: olrnnfnulc
zpvovikil IMI uflonulrnl nl a lover grade Inn) 5: nude ‘kn ucnir hasbeenIsrniu-6nou had
appropriate In lhll loner grade.
1.0.4 Euminnlion
- Pun in Iht nunilulion Iprifitd in Section4 lot tvdnnrlmll 0! "III grads.
SECTION4. IEQUIIEMENTS FOR EIAMINAIIONS
4.! GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
4.I.I Exidnu ol cligibilily
. __ ' ' ' ' ' ' “,--‘-4--~ Inlhr ulislulion ohhc Aulhonl).
zuc (nlrn squire-d)
: pnnquiuiltanifunu
: qualulyingunis
abilaly. oobvicu ind ytncnl good candurl
: ndinl fnntu.
4.IJ Noticed cumianlion
- Applimion lot tulnimlion shouldbe Ind: not Ins than I monlh Idol: Ihc Ichcdulcddue 0!
cnrnimuion
nurpt Ihnlbu appliulionny it ucpltd inus: 1:!used.
4.I.J hung:
- Euninliclu can it conduntd ‘IIIhcEnglihbunny:
zunpl Ihl cuminnliom Io! Eqinezr Grade5 say In couuiulnedin languageollhc counlryin
‘iii thecuuinlioa i hll. and
:u.|n'nnIinuluny;t|d: ‘ "' —,‘ ‘ " ‘ Fun.-hhpguggutgngg-gag-4,
-CI-dill“!-rt:-w-iné ‘ ‘ ' “' ' :::...:.-.-,inm:ngIau.huunp.oIluIhtFn:h ung: vhlndd
zucpllbh-nynutcnquidfulqinuuandcs.
LIA Q-IUyhguni¢tf'dm
—'\ -I;-- Al x O L A
nndih‘nuiyfikthud toIII I‘:ens‘-in ‘ '
:pI-windIhlncnlink dial IoII¢'In|dIItilIh¢dd'I:iaIcyiIlnd¢up.
-Wk
". _ '_ ' ' -—_.Au . - fa.‘ x ;.r - - .-p - - L
alifiun dnlnolltiuud I V ' '
adieu. Ii: crtfak —yi:"uuuIaimIn deg-its;MnkenInd: ‘ ‘I.
‘J.’ Sari: "nnucunncn-in!vuub
':''‘'II II unhusdullhtturnedonitsmainInvin;nprdtoII:principlu
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4,I.t Conductcl cummu-om
. Eulninuonn willit tondurlcdinutoodanu himIn rfltund pvoudurn mun!-can!
d thanfun.
PAIYICULAI IEQUIIEMENTS
4.2.! inflict God: I
- Eulninlienwhich loI: pncd in
PornA. Sn-lion I - Applrd IfnhanitlSclion 1 - Hal Enguu
Poll I. Scuion I - Ekcunlcchnology
Sn-lion1 - Null Actuation and ShipConmtlion
81150: J - Engincring Knonvltdgc.Gcntrnl
- Enginruin; Kno--kdyc. Motor. u applicator
- Enginuving Know-rkdgc.Scan. 3 nppliabk
- Engiu.-HingKnotkdy. Oral
Nola:
Put A may hr turn any timenfin obtaininga 4-vuifiruru Duh:-rr Grad: 2
Pan Inlay hr John anyIinu Put A Innbun purdnnd lb: qmllfi in; nrru-inhasbun
Allnuhjrru in 1 Sc-(lionovumbr nlrn ;ndpcurd II that am: uanrnanon.
- SupplrmmmryMU! munn:
- Fm: cu!
- Fwfaglmng
- Suniml ([A4]!)
4.).) Dunc-rt Grad: 1
- Eumhmianuh)-ru tobepurl an:
Inn A. Section I - Applird Mrrlnnlrs
Salton 2 - ApplnrdNu:
Pan I. Snnbn I - Drnrom-Imology
Snlian 2 - Nam!Anhirrlwr I ShipCaulmrdon
Satin 1 - Duina-n'r¢ Kno--lrdgc.Guru]
Duinn-rig Knovrhltr. Hour. 0: applirabb
Dubrnij Knarbfir. Sun. asoppi-our
Eowhu-rig Dal
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Mun ' fan 4 no N ulna nu auntq/In oblcurnfa rnufnnn u luurrr GrcdrJ
fan I no DrJohn III) um: 9/1" hr: 4 Au bun purl and theQuin/my u-nu: Au Inn:­
ubuuud
Al udynrn an0 Sum-n nun in Actonandpurl II III!III! Iufilflllu-II
. wpgknurnuu Alumrants
- In: ad
- Fan/Jgluug
- Sun1wI([uII)
Engine: (Jude 1
- Eulinndon ubjuu to hepond av:
Fun A.Scliu I - Applid Muhnicl
Stuion 3 - Mal and Hal bginu
Section 3 - EngineeringDvuin;
Pan I. Sctlion I - Elrmom-hnology
Section 2 - Naul Au-hilmun and Ship (‘ommclion
Senior: 1 Enginnrin; Knoukdft. Motor. ll applnablt
Enginnrin; Inou Icdp. Slum. u -pplinblc
Elginccving Knoultdpc. Oval.
hr: A mayhr turn an‘:that Ill" lninnu hu rumnu-mrd
fun I may he uh-u any um I]!!! Put A An M-rnneural and lint¢aoh[n-tn;lflu : has [run
ublnuu-J
Allsuhjrru In3 Sudan mustbe ulrn ad puurd I! Mrumr rummnrion
- Suppl-nmuary Mon muran:
- fun and
- Iirfigluuq
Sun-v'\II(fuII).
Eng"-in-1Grid: C
- Enmiulion ubjttu lo 5: pad DIE
Fun A. Stclion I - Appied Hcbnin
Sn.-lion! - Mal and Hal Engiuu
Satin 3- Elginefq Dun-in;
Pu! I. Sc.-lienI - Ehtullucholm
Stain 1 - NavalAtulhnun
SectionJ - Eqiuuiq Knowledge.Ge-ncnl
Enincring Inolhdgr. Howl
Eqizring Knorbdp.On].
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Nolu
4.25
for: A no Aranon on; mur I]!!! "own; Inn ronunmrrd
fan I no hr turn an; mar q/an Ian Ahasbun purl and lb '40]!/)m(untr Innbun
dnuvw
Allsuhpru In0 Sudan mun hr John andpurl a! tinton! runmuuon
- Sqppbnwnnr; Man roanu:
- Fm: and
- fur/nghmu
- Iurlibtl (humid).
Engmnv Glad: 3
- Eunmunon wbpch Io be pantd uc.
Pan A - Pntlial Muhcnulnn
Put I - Engine:-tin; Knou ledge.Wnucn
Enpnuvin; Kno-ledge.Pntuul and Oul
far! A may be John our Iinr I/If! trainingIn: mnvnnurd
hm 5 mar hr Iolrn anr time9/" Pan A has ham puwdarul the quell/um; arm1:! hm hrrn
uhlamnl
All uah/an In I Part must be calm and [mum]cl Ihr unr rnmmalinn,
- SupplrlurnlaryJmll auuun:
- fun and
- Furfighnru
5un1'mI(huu'InI)
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APPENDIX 4
HEHORANDUM or UNDERSTANDING
The Governments of FIJI, PAPUA NEWGUINEA and
SOLOMONISLANDS[hereinafter called the "host Govern­
ments] pursuant to the decision reached at the 10th
meeting of the South Pacific Regional Shipping Council
held at Rarotonga, Cook Islands on 20-21 April, 1982
have agreed to make available to the participating
countries their maritime training schools [hereinafter
called "the Regional Training Schools") and examinations
centres [hereinafter called "the Regional Examination
Centres") for purposes as hereinafter set out and the
Governments of COOK ISLANDS, KIRIBATI, NAURU, NIUE,
TONGA, TUVALU, VANUATUand WESTERN SAMOAhave agreed not
to: *
(a) compete with the Regional Training
schoo1s by providing similar courses atGrade 4 levels or above; and not to
(b) issue certificates entitled "Pacific
Region" unless the candidate has been
examined and found competent by an
approved Regional Examiner.
PROVIDEDTHAT acceptance of the Fhmorandum of
Understanding by host Governments will not prejudice the
nature of the administration or organisation of the
centres and the obligations pertaining to the host
Governments, schools and centres are as expressly set
out in this Memorandum.
1. The Regional Training Schools undertake toliaise with each other to:
(a) provide courses on Uniform Maritime
Standards on a regular basis;
(b) co-ordinate maritime training programmes
with each other so as not to duplicate
courses or compete unnecessarily for
students fromparticipating countries;
(c) circulate their co-ordinated training
schedules to participating countries
regularly;
(d) consider applications for courses from
students at Grade 4 level or above fromparticipating countries or their
sponsors on the same terms as students of
the respective home country and, inparticular, applications to participate
in the Solomon Islands Engineering App­
renticeship Scheme and the Fiji Deck and
Engineering Cadet Training Scheme;
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(e) charge participating countries ccononic,but not excessive, fees for their
students;
(f) maintain the approved standards in
staffing and equipment as established and
amended from time to time by the Advisory
Committee on Uniform Maritime Standards.
2. The Regional Examination Centres undertake to:
(a) guarantee examination services being
regularly available to suit the timing
and level of courses being conducted at
Regional Training Centres;
(b) maintain adequate staffing by properly
qualified staff according to the minimum
standards ap roved by the Advisory Comm­ittee on Uni orm Maritime Standards;
(c) facilitafe secondmentof staff to or'from
other Regional Examination Centres in
emergencysituations;
(d) liaise with other Regional ExaminationCentres in order to:
i) maintain and upgrade the standards
and efficiency of each insti­
tution;
ii) share the Regional ExaminationQuestion Bank and maintain its
security; and
iii) maintain the integrity of the
regional examination system;
(e) provide, for an economic fee, examination
services at Grade 5 level in countries
not possessing examination facilities
where sufficient candidates make this
economically viable.
MISCELLANEOUS
Amendments to this Memorandumof Understanding
may be made at any time by unanimous agreement of all
parties. The text of any amendment pro osed by a party
s all be submitted to the Director og’SPEC who shallransmit it to the other parties.
The scope of training may be extended to any
§g§?t:¥1which is not a signatory but has accepted theg ons contained in this Memorandum.
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SIGNEDfor and on behalf of the
Government of COOKISLANDS by:
In the presence of:
SIGNEDfor and on behalf of the
Government of FIJI by:
In the presence of:
SIGNEDfor and on behalf of the
Government of KIRIBATI by:
in the presence of:
SIGNEDfor and on behalf of the
Government of NAURUby:
in the presence of:
SIGNEDfor and on behalf of the
Government of NIUE by:
in the presence of:
SIGNEDfor and on behalf of the
Government of PAPUA NEWGUINEA by:
In the presence of:
SIGNEDfor and on behalf of the
Government of SOLOMONISLANS by
in the presence of:
SIGNEDfor and on behalf of the
Government of TONGAby:
in the presence of:
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SIGNEDfor and on behalf of the
Government of TUVALUby:
in the presence of:
SIGNEDfor and on behalf of the
Government of VANUATUby:
in the presence of:
SIGNEDfor and on behalf of the
Government of WESTERNSAMOAby:
in the presence of:
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APPENDIX 5
au1Lo1Lc ESTIMATES
The Public works Department? estimate is shown fielow and is itemisc
as Class C estimate for the proposed fiarine Engineering comolex of
the Fiji School of Maritime §tudies8
mgrine Engineering Overhauling workshop §25C,0O0.00
Marine Engine Simulator/Laboratory Room §282.000.00
Kitchennet/Canteen/Student Amendities/Library §a50,000.00
Engineering Machine Shop §300,D00.D0
3 Classrooms Block (above Simulator room)
Seamanship workshop (above Machine Shop)
Student Dormitory Block _§flgg‘gQg:QQ___
Total §1.7o2.ooo.oo
®$:C§:2¢¢¢:—:¢¢—
TRAINING EQUIPMENT ESTIMATES
Diesel engine Sinulator §50U.0DO.0D
T"1"‘"° ‘°"1°“°"t5 §1.9oo.0oo.oo
Radar Silulator §5gg'ggg.gg
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APPENDIx B
'the Itandard ol quootiona oet in tho exaninationo, narking
or the papera and general conduct or the oxaninationt con­
tirnod ny opinion that the latter Pacific loland Certificate
‘£3.13; with the loo zoaland lot late Certificate Foreign‘II. o
Capt. I .0. Ioylfik
Principal lxaninor Hatter I Mateo
Iiniotry of tranoport
NIH ZIALAND.
t o In in r nanin :1 n can 1 33 -lsuv
"rho lxanination Ian oot againot the oyllahuo tor the
Grade 3 Certificate of Conpetoncy (lot Claoe Bnginoer-Fiji)
developed by the S.P.B.C. Advioory Connittoo on Unitorn
laritino Standards (U.u.s.) and one narhod against otandarda
applied in Anntralia in the gguivalengAnotralian certificate
at lnginoor Claao 2.
l an roconnendingthat the Iijian Cortiticato ioouod
conaoquont to thin exanination ho recoonioed an oguivalent
to tho auotralian cortiticate an Engineer, Claoe 2.
Ir B.L. Saundoro
Director of MarineQualifications
Logiolation 5 Crew Branch
Marine operation DivioionIinietry of tranoport
ausrnaixa.
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